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Preface

These proceediings follow the order of the
actoal conference ;progr3ni. Each of the
three-papers mriking up the first part de-
scribes a major doceurant system; the
seven reports of the second pnrt sumnin-
rize the panel discussionzi that occupied
most of the three days of the cozkere~nciý.
Thli original program had scledu!ed eight
panels, but it was decided at the outset of
the cooference to merge input processing
with request prozessing 2nd deal with
both in a joint discussion. With the ex-
ception of the keynote address by Mr.
William Knox, the papers and repors are
presented here substantially intact. His
speech, however, has been excerpted from
his original notes and his extemporaneous
remarks. The versior. attributed to him
here is largely the editor's reconstruction.

Ti, s report is published by the System
Development Corporation and is available
to qualified requesters through the Defense
Documentation Center, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, Virginia 22314.

J. J. MAHER, Editor
System Development Corporation
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Raymond P. Barrett
Systems Development Corporation

Workshop Co-chairman

"We present these proceedings with mixed feelings in that it seems

paradoxical for us to comunicate the results of the Workshop by
-' one of the most difficult-to-handle documents to be found in any

information system. Our conviction, nevertheless, is strong that
these proceedings provide an accurate description of what is being

. •done by applications people today.
The Government and several private organizations are spendingL. •large sums of money to suppoi! the research and development of

401 semiautomatic systems for handling technical data and documents.
Yet, little information of directly usable value has become available

to the implementers of information systems. This is understandable,
since in our field, as in other fields, research usually precedes
implementation by a significant period of time. Researchers, it
seems, advance their knowledge through dialogues with other
researchers. Applications people, on the contrary, are often too
pressed by here-and-now problems; so, they usually find their solu-fte tions by pragmatic action rather than by abstract discussion.

For some time prior to this Workshop, the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research and the System Development Corporation- had

been concerned about the unsatisfied information needs of applica-
tions people. Each organization was aware that the applications[ people themselves were the source of the most valuable information.

, •But the chief difficulty in exploiting this source lay in finding some
way of bringing. applications people together for an exchange of
ideas and experiences. Being engaged in the implementation and
operation of information systems, applications people gear them-
selves to the practical demands of daily work. Most do not make it
a practice to report on their work to the world at large or to

-Ai frequent professional meetings. Their common feeling seems to be
that. the amount of immediately usable information gained by
attending meetings is often not worth the required investment of
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valuable time Faking these things into consideration, AFOSR and

SDC nevertheless decided that a carciully designed conference

could help in bridging the information gap between research and

implementation. This Workshop was conceived to carry out this

decision.
When representatives of AFOSR and SDC met to plan the Work-

shop, we found mutual reluctance to sponsor another forum for

airing potentially good but remotely usable ideas. We believed that

such a forum would not let us accomplish our objectives and most

certainly would not attract the desired audience. The planning

committee therefore drafted the following points:
I. Attendance limited by invitation to no more than 100 par-

ticipants actively concerned with information systems appli-

cations.

2. Limitation on the reading of papers to let participants spend

maximum time in panel discussions.

3. Selection of panel chairmen with a good deal of practical

experience in the subject matter of their respective panel

discussions.
4. Focusing the Workshop on document systems rather than on

specialized systems for management, command-control, and

the like.
5. Publication of the speeches and summaries of the panel

discussions for the benefit of nonparticipants.
The planning committee worked out a list of topics, recom-

mended the systems to be formally described, and drafted a list of

candidates for chaiing the panel discussions. The commitce also

recommended a limit of no more than three speeches plus a keynote

address, so that the main business of the Workshop could be con-

centrated in seven panel discussions covering basic areas of

information systems applications work. Finally, the committee

recommended that SDC administer the Workshop and assume

responsibility for publishing the proceedings.
We did not expect that the Workshop would solve any of the

pressing problems that are encountered in the implementation and

operation of information systems. But we did expect an accurate
picture of where the applications business stands today. In this
we were not disappointed.
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Harold Wooster
Air Force Office of Scientific Research

Workshop Co-chairman

Summary
There is a story of the eager young County Agent trying to in-

veigle a hard-bitten dirt farmer into taking a short course at State:
"If you'll only go there and listen to all the latest discoveries and
look at all the wonderful things they're doing on their test plots,
why you'll be able to run your farm twice as efficiently as you're
doing now."

"Young feller," said the farmer, "I'm only farming now half
as good as I know how to."

In the world of documentation it is almost impossible to avoid
listening to the professors and the lightning rod salesmen-the
farmers are not heard because they are too busy to talk. This
Workshop was a meeting for documentalists who normally don't
go to meetings: they have work Yo do, even if they're doing it now
only half as good as they know how 'Lo. Here, then, is a summary
of what this group of documentalists had to say.

The indexing and classification people were reconciled to using
some sort of manual coordinate indexing, with later computer
juggling of terms. They wondered, though, what they are supposed
to do with the twenty'.two authorized COSATI subject groups inat
don't seem to fit the "real" user's world.

If people weren't around to do abstracting and extracting, it
would be necessary to invent them. People are easier than machines
to reprogram to product the various kinds of abstracts needed.

Vocabulary construction and control panelists agreed there is a
need for some sort of subject indexing authority having a display of
generic relationships between terms and instructions to indexers
for using the terms. The computer makes a useful clerk-editor- j
monitor for keeping track of what the people are doing. Serial vs.
inverted files remains a moot question, but serial files gain a slight
advantage where computer capacity permits their use.
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Character readers aren't yet ready to tap keypunchers on the
shutulder; neither are the old, reliable punched cards completely I
ready to be replaced by paper tape or magnetic tape for input
processing.

With the possible extception of highly specialized (and expen-
sive) "command and control" systems, request processing works
best with human buffers between the questioner and the data- store.

Computer-prepared notification service is a practical method of
announcement and dissemination. The whole cost of indexing in-
coming documents shouldn't be charged against these systems,
since it has to be done anyway. One of these days a cheap micro-
fiche of a whole document may replace the announcement card as a
throw-away item.

User-system relationships will usually be stormy or ennuied.
Builders of new systems should get the users involved in the design.
Users of any system must be made-to realize that they can delegate
some of their routine chores; but they have to be given people they

can trust. And their complaints must be listened to-and some-
thing done about them.

Systems management requires educated managers, as well as
educated users. Mechanized systems are neither panaceas nor
placeboes; computers create at least as many problems as they
solve. Systems- evaluation still partakes of black magic.

And over and over again runs the problem of people-people to
design a system, to run it, to use it, and to pay for it. We need to
get them, to train them, to keep them. And may those systems
which are not created for the people, by the people, and of the
people perish from the face of the earth. And rightly so.

I think we now know today's state of the art-although much
of it is written betwveen the lines of this volume. Tomorrow's art
will be better, but it will have to go a long way to beat what we
know how to do today.

4
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William T. Knox
White House Office of Science and Technology

Keynote Address'
An information service is not an end in itself, but a device by

which users can get information to help solve their problems. If an
information service is to be successful, it must demonstrate that
it can actually give the user the type and degree of service he
wants, when he wants it, and at a price he can pay. This is a
challenge, because an information service must compete with its
individual users' personal sources of information. The user, it
must be remembered, is an adult who has spent his life acquiring
the information he needs. He possesses a certain pattern of infor-
mation acquisition and handling that was formed in early childhood,
reinforced by forma! schooling, and deeply engrained by practical
experience. As an adult long accustomed to using books, the user
will continue to use books, reports, and journals until lie finds it
easier and faster to get information through other means, such as
asking a fellow employee or relying on a demonstrably effective
information service.

I believe that if today's information services are to serve the
user as he wishes to be served, they must be dedicated to the active
exploitation of recorded knowledge. They must pa/ relatively less
attention to the acquistion and storage of information and relative-
ly more:to those parts of the service-whlch willpromote the active
use of information. Only in this way wil! the uscr be convinced
enough to change his. sources of information. But convincing him
is a long, slow process that. requires constant, outgoing searching
for opportunities in which an information service can be helpfiul.

It is obvious that the -best information service -is not necessarily
the one that can produce -the most or the fastest information. In-

I Portions of Mr. Knox's address were extemporaneous. T-his peszeItal&n
is therefore an excerpted version of b',s keynote speech. -Ed.
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stead the best information service is one which produces exact IA
information at the time it is needed.

W~e know that our persopal communications channels have load
limits, and we automatically and intuitively control the load on
these channels so that we usually receive only that information
which we can profitably handle to --erv-. our individual goals. We
control the number and type of journals, magazines, and news-
papers that wve get at home and' at the office; we adjust our- reading
speed; we control the number and type of-meetings, that we attend;
and we even control the number of our personal contacts.

In otner words, wve operate with full recognition that there are
limits to the amount of information we can use and that these limits
are very smail- ii, relation to the total amount of infonnat.on which
is available. Since knowledge or information is oi no use unless it
is put into the active strearn of daily existence, it is easy to see
that the human being is zh2 real limiting factor in our information
system. Today, we operate in a state of constant overload as re-
gards :Information inpia, and our problem is, therefore, to select
precisely thnat quantity and quality of information most effective in
enabling -us to fu~ffill our goals and responsibilities.

Planners of information services should keep in mind, therefore,
that- a nvwly developed inform ation system may be rejected if it
addq measurably to-the information overload already faced by the
individual, no mptler lhow cfficitnt, glamorous, or fast the new
systeui mav be. System designers must also be prepared to ex-
perience rebuffs. fromn these p-zoplc to, whom -iniormnatihor poses a
-Pro'blern. A%1, oid Proverb says- that "ignorance is bliss," and ignor-
ence -definizzly is easier to -schieve than. knowledge. Moreover, the-
problems are nwititplied in !he field of scimnilfic and engineering
data, where the.proffssioriear ina has been trained in an atmosphere
that glorifies the experipm~ntalistt and downgr1ad%-s or_-ietimis im-
plicitly, sometimes explicifly-the worth at' previously -recorded
informa-ion.

Many of the probblemns in -the Miel of scientific end technical in-
f~rraiion sevi'CCei have, been caused by an undue reluctance- on
the part of thSe, supplying the servkces to respond to changed
market deimands. Whnat hv- nveded is a total -marketing~ofiented
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approach to informaition services--an approach sensitiwe to all the-
marketing variables.

No scrvice has a pekienmal hýold ian the public's fancy-unless it -

it be medical service, which caters as no ether service can to the
individual's deep-rooted instinct for physical self-preservation. All
other services-rnust. coniinually try to wvin thez public~s interest and
support. The public iri turn--assigns to each service a priority, a
ranking in relation to other c-e- - - - Whert it is remembercd that
ovr-. forty, perceatr *f- U. S. yi~e caners are employed in, szervice
occupations, it is- ta~sy- to under stand the necessity for anY servict
to enli.st- the public intereat in its sujpport.

How is this done? By totat marketing-imarketing in the bi-oad-
est se-ase. This-,does w~t mean selling. In the words of Theodore
Leavitt,,i'Sellifag focuses oni the- needs of th-e seiler;jrmarketing on the
needs of-ihe'buyer. *Sekning is preoccupied With the seller's ne-,d to
convert rfis Produet~ inteu cash,; marketing-with the-ide,.!Df satisfying
th_ -needs of the custxorMier by- ?reans 0o:-,be poroduict and )Jke-whole
oluster of things as,-ociated with crzating. delivering, and finally
consuming it."

It has been stated that the biggest problert -in most information
services is i developing the nlzccss;,,-Y level of iinancizI support.
An- efftctive total mnarketing of these services will, I arnm confident
generate this support-.

Let us then look aý_information service as a business with 5;rvice-
as its prodiict-,T-not abstracts, not indexes, not books, ba~ service.
The Dell Systeni- presents an example -for us of how a- total market-

ing approach can succeed. It is one -business that has tridy con-
tributed w~ zhe satisfying of its customer's needs and at the same
timne turned a tidy profit. Note the motto- 6f the Bell System-
"'Seyrvice 'is our most important product."

Tihe total marketing approach of the Bell Systern includes adver-
-Vising, -to remind oi~ that others would like to hear- from him; thus
it icrystallizes a latent consumer need. It includes extension phones,
to cater to the prevailing custom of taking as few steps as possible,

* It includes colored phones, to take advantage of zhe interior
-decoration emphasis. It also includes phones stationed algng-streets
and highways in recognition-of the increasing numbers of- peoiple in
transit. -r, summnavy, tha B~ell systemi- recognizes the various 7noti-
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vations behind one's use of ttic telephone and changes its services i
ts the consumer changes hb. standards of value. The success of the
Bell System, with its -iota] -mark.-fing orientation, may be contrasted

wi-,h the near-failure quiz c a few yea-s ago of a large automobiler
manufacturer guided by a total productioni orientation, which was
expressed by a famous saying that customers could have a ear in
any color, aG long as it was black.

Let us then concentrate on the marketing side of information
services, too long ignored-not on-the production side. The major
attention and financial support the inforn-iation scr~oiessioin
-has given to hatd'ware and informn,0W'ov kprocessing techniqaues in-
dicates an over-ernpha.'is or, prc.duclion vani:Thxes. And by contiau-
ing~in this way, i-nizforn'ntion serv'iozs i..-ifession is zis-k~ng losing
more of its act

Marketircg informat'on services in the way it~should be done w~ll
probably not be easy, It will requije new attiZtjdes, new patterns
of thowghtE, new £ipproa~hes- -probably fuew people. The reco.-d
speaks for itself. With Mny a few Pxcaptior.s, those in the -mforina-
tionisirvice-s bu:3iness s~t the close-of-World War 11 did net recognize.
the dramatic eha:lges that wv're then stil ring in thre vzearket. 'the
zweeping r.;tional interest in, research as an inst.rutne-at of national
security and of economic geowth. together with the resultant
changes i1 the market for infor-mation services, sin.ply went .un-j

What were these changes? There -vere quantitative changes: the
volume of -inio.rMation. zrnd the number of R&D clients increased

maikediyr. There were qualitative ch1--anges: information was pack-
aged -in new forms; clients want 'ed faster answvers, and answers

-cove.ring a larger number of discipiines; icwer individuals patrorn-
ized the central whole-,aler of information scr-.rices, mnore were
serve~d -directly by an organization's library or informazion division;
the Federal Government became the major supporter of zbe nation's
research and developmznt program. Finally, there were dramatic
change-s in the technology applicable to informnation service opera-
flons.

It is instructive, if saddening. to-reviewv the reaction of the, exist-
ing information services teommunity to these alimost revolurionry&
changes in -their market. The predominant reaction w.as defensive



in nature and excluded from serious progressive consideration those
disturbing features of the new scene which could not be fitted into
the existing framework.

As is always the case, the users' needs triumphed. And since
their needs were not met by the existing information services com-
munity, entrepreneurs more sensitive to those needs found a real
opportunity to provide a service, and with profit to themselves.

So much for what is past. What does the future hold in store for
all of us in th. Mnformation service business? Turning again to the
total marketing approach, may I suggest that the greatest lack, and
therefore the greatest opportunity, is in the broad area of the value
of information services.

A sound aszessment must be made of the values placed on infor-
.;.aiton services by tioe user. Latent values, unrecognized by the
usea.. "usi be inade obvious. Hidden barriers to information use
must bt ýrmught into the open and demolished. Finally, the in-
fonr.ation services mrust be organized in direct response to t~e

* user's complete spectrum of value judgments.
We have a professional responsibility to make clear to every

user the consequenrces of his combined value judgments on informa-
tion services. Jf the system he truly values will be more costly, it is
the proi'ession's responsibility to create a greater awareness of the
value of-information services in order that he will be willing to bear
the increased cost. This will call for a massive educational effort.
There is, without doubt, a large and growing market for information
services. But it is,-i'n my opinion, neither as large nor as fast-grow-
ing-as might be expected.

There has been much talk and some activity about determining
the "real" information needs of the researcher, the engineer, and
all the other categories of users. Concern about this problem is all
to the good, but I wonder whether the current focus on new and
improved information products isn't missing the really essential
consumer nced. Not that the research and development on new
forms of indexes, new forms of citation lists, and new groupings of
subject matter is wasted-I feel that it must go ahead. However,
that effort is sidestepping a big problem, a truly difficult problem-
one of the hidden barriers I mentioned earlier. I refer to the prob-
lem of creating in the mind of the consumer the idea that use of

9



information services ranks among the most desirable, the mt-t
valuable functions of the professional man.

Fri.'kly, there are few scientists and engineers who share this
view today. The "image" of the user of information services, as
well as the "image" of those providing information services, is not
one calculated to attract others. This is true although the average
professional man values highly a good book or journal article. In
my opinion, he doesn't normally extend his value judgment about a
specific information service, such as a good book, to the broad
spectrum of information services. The training most scientists and
engineers receive emphasizes experimentation and sometimes down-
grades the value of using literature. The scholar of old, who was
the principal user of literature and who therefore set the guidelines
for traditional libraries, has no appeal today.-he's not lean, vigor-
ous, masculine, sexy. There's a new potential clientele for libraries
and other information services which has at present only a nodding
acquaintance with books and scholarship. It is this clientele's
needs, as recognized and cultivated by the information service
professionals, which will govern the shape of future information
services.

I am not saying that our problem will be solved by a blitzkrieg
public relations campaign. There must be a solid foundation of
true value in our information services. But this can be established,
I am confident, by conti -d product improvement together with
making the changes that may be necessary in the structure and
organization and techiiqucs of the conventional information
services business.

A final word or two of a more personal nature. I have tempo-
rarily left the cloistered hails of industrial research for the hurly-
burly of Federal Government service. There are a number of
things which Dr. Hornig2 hopes to have accomplished during the
next year or so. None of them is more important than the establish-
ment of a new conceptual framework for the national information
services network which is needed to undergird further progress in

"2 Dr. Donald Hornig is the Presidents Special Assistant for Science and
Technology and is head of the Office of Science and Technology of the
Executive Office of the President. -Ed.
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science and technology and related areas of knowledge. Within this
conceptual framework, guidelines can be drawn to help the long-
range development of a more effective and efficient information
syster--federal agencies, library associations, professional so-
cieties, industrial research groups, information services groups,
publishers, and others.

It is my great fortune to be working with these groups at this
time. There is a spirit aiive and working everywhere to get on with
the job-a spirit oi active, dedicated cooperation. With this spirit
so dominant, we are bound to take giant strides toward our goal of
supplying people with information they need when they need it,
in the form they can use, and at a price they can pay.

If

! 1

I
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Raymond P. Barrett
System Development Corporation

CIRC-Centralized Information
Reference and Control

CIRC, the Centralized Information Reference and Control Con-
cept, is a large-scale, broad-spectrum, semiautomatic document-
handling system designed and implemented by System Development
Corporation under a contract with the United States Air Force.
The title of the system is meaningful in that CIRC is indeed a cen-
tral reference concept-not a central storage concept-and does
permit central control as that word applies to large-volume dis-
semination of materials having many different classifications and
releasability restrictions. CIRC is truly a large-scale system in that
it must process about 8,000 to 10,000 input reports per month,
provide a retrieval capability for the total system holdings, and
carry out weekly dissemination to a large number of user groups
scattered throughout the United States. Further, CIRC is a broad-
spectrum system which involves indexing, classification, abstracting,
translation, conversion and storage, retrieval, and dissemination.
Several of these functions are not automatic operations and otherr
are being studied for possible conversion to machine-processing
procedures in the near future.

CIRC is newly operational, actually only partially operational,
and therore is stilW not unchangeably rigid with respect to operat-
ing procedures. We hope that by the time this workshop is con-
eluded we shall have profited from the composite operational ex-
periences of this group and that we can enhance the CIRC concept
by increasing its capabilities, reducing its costs, and further refining
its responsiveness to the needs of the engineers and scientists who
call upon it for support.

It is not reasonable, or even desirable, to attempt a ddtaned
assessment of CIRC design specifications in this short and general-
ized presentation. I do believe, however, that is will be -useful to

!5
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bdrnmarizn that information in terms of some general comments on4
%sYstem ob"jectives.

Sysieni -(ihjeieives

It was determined that CIRC should provide, a s-Ingle-oint, total
data-base interrogation capability. The Dre-existing data -base was
comprised of many different, mostly manual, subsystems, situated
in a variety of physically st parate locations, some quite, remote
from the main body of users. Most of the pre-existing files were
organized-on different principles-some by typo, of material, some
by source of material, some -by subject -iratter, -others by country,
and so forth. The user agency desired, and required, sir.gle..point
access to the-entire data base-holdings. In Fupport. of that require--
menti:i-was necessary to design and imp~iemnent. a single master index

s~ystem-to replace the various dissimiilar systems used in support of
the nrdtifile sijuation. Further, it was required that the new concept
be built ;ýrotrnd a, con-trollfed indexing vocabulary which ( ,01d be
used to mi~iiirize language ambiguiy -. itfi respect to the, miaster
index and the storage, retrieval, wid- dissemination functions of
'CIRC. It. was further stipulated that search repnetm be.
chanigcd from the highly variable anct ofteni-lengthy situation, which

-~hracerie~re..c~istngefforts, to :a-matter of -dependable, total-
-file srarch on-a;_24-hour basis-ove-r-niugln- servief.-. Provision for
user -control was- also -required so -that the user co%,kd -control the
:search an'2- sz!een cafabilitieý; of 03ath y~ticn in suci! a way as to
prevent i~s being inundated wvith an und, ýek~tiated, i.e., unrank~ed,
mountain of v'cvlorts mure-or--kss -responsive to his rcqi7ests. The
Most- cfficient- conceivable document retirievaiisys-zen could fail: ttt
satisfy thiis user- because of these reasons a-ad because. of the very

iargedatatse hodiigs -and data base. acquisition rtae.A- deo

v-ser-co--triled "!evels of aecce-s," th~at is, useik-Cobtrolled search
and screen capability, had to be~provid~ed

With respect to -i~iniuit was - desevnnined thý! -frg~o--
graphically witdespread network of usc-r, which was Lararacierized
by diversity of mission, of staffibs., arid of -subject interest, could
not be served by a dissemination !;ystem which provided only a
single kind of output -at a single ievel of access '(for ex-ample, sub-
ject detail). A high-volum e, us(-:r-responsive, m-ulti-l-,vel dissemmna-
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-tion system operating on a yecekly basi(, was rec'uired. It had to
provide a spectrum of se-r-ice, fro.-i disbe mination of speciarlie.d
accessions listings. to-profile-controlled notification, -proxy dissetrni-
nation, and, finally, parent document dissemnipation. Of -highest
importance, the system had to have a method for keeping user re-
quiremepts very specific and constantly -updated.

Finaly,l-it was imporiant to build the Pew system capability in
such a way as to estoblish commun.icati.ons -com~patibilit~y betw.Wen
CIRC and- certain information- systems serving the military and
other parts of the Federal Government. By and large, this mean!
careful coordination of the vocabulary effort witb, %e Defensý-
Documentation Center (DDC), a mong others, as well asý O~eniuop.
to concepts of data base structure being evolved by-ttic-ep irtment
of Defense.

Design Constraints.

With respecto d&s~gn cen1straints, -1 fi~~W o -Emi my :e-
marks to those which m.iy -be cut' of- tbh, o3dX-*-y wihrec-.t to
many other ý_ystzln --riorts; in se-ai d~;.tciocumien' i ce~J

irwas dcz~idedl at the vetýDy outsct of the -fult ;hu_ we sn~ouki-

build a system that .pro~ieed: ;h3 i,;.r tlh, , rzSpcns:-iz s:-rvice
possible with respect-to the systmms S L4 - '-W'!S 4150 M'-

quired that thc spectrum o -),achne-fuactions be- based- upon- pres-
ent state-of-The ~art capabilities. Eve-ry wb-sysc.-!m, -e'it-y te:hnique,
had to-!ýu one that had been tested, at least to Zhe level of technical
f ability, -sornewhi-r within the information processing cornmu- -

rwy. Thbe success of the -resulting design was to be in no way
depend%-ntupon expuczedbreikthroughs or upon the design of newv,
specialized; sophisticated equipment. Thiis is not to say we werc to
inflexibly ignore new and -promising techiniques; we were-sim~ply not
to depend on the chance that they mighet Qucceed-. CIRC. then, wý.-
not~to be, and is i.,a research effort. it is an applicaltionB program.

With respect to 2quipment.. CIRC51 was -ý onstrained -in a pnaCti-aI - - -

sense -to an. nlrady available configuiration. T1his nicant a Fie-7.1- - --

wriier fur input, IBM 7094 and 1401/1403 computer- .aciiitias,
and a carnpl=x of 1 -6-snzw Lodestar/Reco:dak -fillM. strg, rtivl
and Printing devices. I shall'-descrihe later -nhow wo nciae, ese of
these euiiipn~ents.-

-~~~ -------



Implementation presented some interesting special problems.
First, it was necessary to bring the system into being by a series of
increments in capabilities. One subsystem at a time was phased
from design and development into operation. Then, it was
inecessary to run each subsystem in parallel with the pre-exist-
ing procedure for a period of time in order to insure that the new
procedure %%as fully accomplishing its purpose. The user personnel
decided when to cut off the old procedure and depend upon the new
one. There is, in my opinion, no better mechanism than this for
obtaining the confidence and support of a user.

CIRC impleme-tation is inptit oriented. Each stibsystem is that
set of programs Pnd procedures required-to move a given kind of
input material through each of the procý,ssing steps or elements

which comprise tohe total system operation. I personally prefer
-this approach; but -I also recognize, its inherent .problems, perhaps
the greatest oi which revolves around the necessity to accept con-
tinued system program modification until all input types have been
ircorporated and to anticipate a program clean-up and optimization
phase a! or.near the end of the total system implementmtioa effort.

A FUNCTIONAL -OVERVIEW

•hwill be wel! to entablish a rcralframe of rcference concern-
ing CIRC in-order that, we-may examineits-,-onstituent funcikons in
some greater detail. (Se fipre I.) AA- externally and internally
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generated reports judged worthy of retention are subjected to stand-
ard indexing and classification-so-called desc~r#Ptor-woid indoxing.
ard indcx~ng and classification-so-called descr.-ptor-word indexing.
The. resultng materials are converted to mnachine form and stored
in. a Central Referencie Facility (CRF) in an inverte~d cooidioane
,Pdex. Thie heart of' the CRF is a 7094 computer supporting, the
Request Center. A semiautomatic dissemkination syst-rn distributes
several different !eývels of information to- both internal and external
user groups all over the nation. These three major areas, input
.processing, the CRF, and dissemnination, constitute -our framne of
reference, and eaph merits-somze additional individual considcration.

Let's look at the nature of CIRC's data store (fig. 2). Everv_ý
item that enters the system is caused to exist on tr~eei
header data level, a. proxy level, and the parent, doc~me'it v.
The header data level is -comrprised of- the stazedard bi~iilý;rapoic
refe.-ence information: the title, author, source, dfte &, Io
and so forth. Along with this titcre is a grnup of "topic ta-As." ties --

1, HEADER DATA LEVELI
BI2LOGRA~nC R~NCS kCOMPUTER

TOPIC TAGS STO: 1
M/.NAGEMa?'L WVATAC

2. PRO)XY:.EV5VL1
AB:_zrrQACTS FILM-
EXTRAZTS - (TR

TA19LE-OPY J ,'OEISTORE

~3. PARENT oc'ýuf4eimr L EVEL G HE L F FILM

Figisre 3

are one-, vw~o-, or three-word ersio which character~ize- !he-
nn~iure of thfdoues; rýt~ts They are ca Ved- "ciue words"

4Wý "key w-d"o:"fie by other organizations. We chose
,o cali -tý iý h-'ntopic ta-s'" so that we could define them- clearly and
aPaid c.mefusion wilth colicepts which apply to-other systerus but -iot

-to CIRC. Tovic tags, then, are used in a form of descriptor in-
dexing.
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We also have soro- items of manaement irforiatioa ha the
header data. If you are going to run an itnforinatdo- systetn on a
(niputer, .,ne of the bonuses you can get is a -managpceet system

killch tells yo.- for -z•mp1c, how irauy of each kind of report
have bcen receivcd this month versus last month, how many are
put out, where the bottlenecks aie, and so forth. -This is a business
system :,uch as any large organization, mvilitary or civil, runszto keep
track of its operations. The bibliographic references, the topic
tags, and the -business data which comprise our depth index are
computer manipulated.

Next, wc have the "proxy." Now, a proxy isn't a thing-it is a
level- of information. It tells more about the conter.ts of a docu-
ment than does the header data; but it is easier-to screen, easier to j
handle, than the parent document. For us, a proxy may be an
abstract, or it may be an extract, or, in the case of a- large-reference
book, it may be the table of contents. The proxy level of informa-
tion in the CIRC system is stored on film. The parent documents
themselves remain in hard copy in shelf storage. although they also
are gradually being reduced to a microfiie.

As we move on now to the functions of the Central Refercnce
Facility, I will show you why we need these levels of information
representinig each input document.

CENTRAL REFERENCE FUNCTIONS

CIRC operates in a number of retrieval modes. First, the system
has to be able to retrieve in terms of a subject-specified search.
This -.s a matter of a user approaching the system and describing
the subject area of concern. He might talk about metals and stress
and cryogenics, and so on. Having done so, however, he- g-neraliy
moves on to elaborate his subject-specified query in terms oi
qualifiers. He may say, "I don't want anything older than 1958" or
"I don't want documents concerning American research," or he
may say, "Documents must all be -unrlassified."

CIRC also must be able to search oa thile, author, source, date,
and collations thereof. It must -be able-to retrieve the proxies, the
middle level of informatior, end, since it is not a storage cenoer, it
must be able to locate parznt documents when they are required.
Lastly, it must provide a capability for retrieving management data
statistics. 4
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_.I think it would be of use now to look at the example of a subject-
••spe-ified-and-qualified request in figure 3. The input topic tags are
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either proposed by the requester or selected from a written request
provided by him. With the available qualifiers it is possible io
qualify the request by date, by subject code, by type of document,
by classification, by releasability, by the country concerned. The
"must terms" qualifier is simply a mechanism to allow a limited
Boolean-type retrieval capability.

"Num hits" applies a criteria governing the amount of output
in response to this request. In effect, it is possible to specify the
number of matches between input terms and indexing terms that
must be present before a document candidate is considered a "hit",
that is, respo. "e to a request.

"Num doe" allows the request to be qualified so that it results
in only the best ten, fifty, or hundred documents; or, if you want, all
the responsive documents in the data store. This is of some impor-
tance in that the output from the system is, in an elementary way,
rank-ordered with respect to relevance of the request.

"Type output" is a three-level parameter which allows the re-
quester to govern the amount of information he wants printed
out concerning each retrieved report.

One of the first things the system does is tell how many docu-
ments in the store are responsive to the request. You will note
that there were 100 documents responsive to this straightforward
request. We think it is important to notify the user how many
documents are available in order to allow him to retrieve the
material in rank-ordered blocks rather than in some sort of data-
base dump. Although our data base is now quite large and in-
creasing rapidly, the time will come when the number of responsive
documents will total hundreds or even thousands.

Let's look now at the type of material retrieved. It's our old
friend, the header-data level of information-the accessions num-
ber, the date selected, the classification, the date published, the
country, the subject code, the type of document, the number of
pages, releasability, the title, the author, the periodical, and the
topic tags. Note the number "05." This tells us that five of the
input terms matched five of the indexing terms in his document.
If you could see the rest of the printout you would see this decreas-
ing from five to four, to three, to two, and so on. The output is
rank-ordered by counting up the number of matches between 2
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input terms and indexing terms. A user, looking at this kind of
, deman. bibliography, can screen it rather rapidly. qe can sole,,t

those articles which are uukrown to him or which look interesting
to him, and he can see their abstracts by punching thei:- reel and
frame numbers on the keyboard of P Lodestar device. He can then
screen the abstracts and ultimately ask for a very small number of
hard-copy parent rcports.

Let's look at figure 4 for a better picture of how this- works.
We'll start off here with the nature of a request--the substantive

"SUBSTANTIVE QUALIFIERS

REREUUEST

tt

IST'LEVEL OUTPUT

RANK ORDERED
DEPTH BIBLIOGRAPHY

m im m m m i__ _ lm SCREEN

2ND LEVEL OUTPUT

SELECTED PROXIES

, r- SCrZEEN

3RD LEVEL OUTPUT
HARD COPY

Figure 4
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request; i.e., the topic tags -that characterize the nature of the
request and the qualifiers. Remember, a requester can qualify by
date, by country, by classification--quite a number of things. He
can decide whether he wants to use simple "or... or . . . or" logic
or a limited Boolean combination. This information is input to the
system, and the first-level output is a rank-ordered bibliography.
He screens the bibliography and then uses the reel and frame
number to look at the second level of output, the selected proxies,
or abstracts. He screens the proxies and then asks for a very, small
number of the third-level output, the hard copy.

The procedure is based on the fact that our user group has a
tremendously large data base. The best conceivable and most
efficient conceivable document retrieval system operating on a
single level of output would stack documents in some way respon-
sive to his request about neck-high around the requester's desk.
The user unfortunately would never have time to read through
all of that material. Therefore, such a document retrieval sys-
tem would not be a useful tool for helping him with his job.
CIRC, on the other hand, provides information in such a way as
to help the user screeD through the chaff and arrive at a small num-
ber of potentially very useful hard-copy documents. Now, this
output mode i3 not forced on a user. He has the option of asking
for a demand bibliography and stopping there. In another
case, a user may want to go directly to the proxy level, to the ab-
stract, and he can do that. In yet another case, he might insist on
going directly to the hard copy. Unless we knew that there was
only a very small number of responsive documents in the file, we
might attempt to dissuade him from this because of the bulk
problem, but the option belongs to the user, and this screening
process is a tool at his disposal if he desires to use it.

Now for a look at one of the other major products of the Central
Reference Facility, the selective, collated accessions listing. When
we started developing CIRC, we found that the user group had
been receiving monthly accessions lists on each of the several
different kinds of input materials. The users complained that there
were too many accessions lists and that they were too large. They
felt, however, that it would be a mistake to discontinue accessions
lists altogether. They were useful when one could find enough
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time to Atddy !hem. We -were asked what CIRC might do to help
this situatiom Since all of the material is flowing through a
machlne system, it seemed easy enough to say, "W1ell, wY can
produce one consolidated monthly accessions list instead of having
separate accessions lists with different kind5 of data," The difficulty
here of course concerns the size of the resulting book-andl it is a
book, several inches thick. Some way had to be developed so that
the user would not have to wade through all of this naterial in
search of the few items of concern to him.

Here is the solution we implemented. If you opened an acces-
sions list, one of the first things you would see is a list of thirty-
three subject areas (fig. 5). Now, these areas are selected out of

AA ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS

AC AIRCRAFT AND AERONAUTICS
AS AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

CB CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND NUCLEAR WARFARE
DC DETECTION AND COUNTERMEASURES
DP DATA PROCESSING INFORMATION SCIENCES
EC ELECTRONICS. COMMUNICATION AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

EE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
EM" ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM
ES EARTH SCIENCES AND PHOTOGRAPHY
FP FUELS, PROPELLANTS AND LUBRICANTS
GC GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
GM GUIDED MISSILES
GO GOVERNMENT. COMMERCE. CULTURE, ETC.

GP GENERAL PHYSICS AND ACOUSTICS
"IC INORGANIC CHEMICALS
IE INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

LS LIFE SCIENCES
MA MATHEMATICS
ME MECHANICS OF RIGID BODIES, LIQUIDS AND GASES
MM METALS AND METALLURGY

MS MILITARY SCIENCES
MT MATERIALS (NON METALLIC)
NG NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

NP NUCLEAR. ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
OC OrGANIC CHEMICALS
OP OPTICS

PH PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN ENGINEERING

PR PROPULSION
SS SOLID STATE PHYSICS
SV SPACE VEHICLES AND ASTRONAUTICS
TD THERMODYNAMICS

WA WEAPONS, AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVES

Figure 5
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the experiences of the operating center and have no vaiidity outside
of the area -of that parciculap usec.group. A requester-now can
select one, two, three, five: !en, or whatever number of thrse
general subject areas he wauo., and we will send to him- each
month an accessions lisi zovering only hij, areaý _f interest. You
can see how this cuts down the sie of the book a requester has tc
wade through. This is a big help but-is not a ?omplet, answer. If
you turned the page in the acl.essio;ns list, you wou~d -,ee a table of
conrents like the one iv-.figure 6. This -iabie of conments shows that

TABLE OP CONTS,,TS

SUBJECT A!3EZ PAOGE A

ASTRONOMY A14D AETROPHYSICS I
*-DURkAL _AFR ICI-r-S I
TRANSLATIONS 9
INTEPNt., RESEARZH 10
FIELO STiO•DIES II

AIRCRAFT AND AERONAUTICS 12
JOURNAL ARTICIE:;; 12

TRAPSLATIONS I
INTERNfAL•RESEARCH 52
FIELD S.TUDIES 12

-AEROSPACE STRUCTURES I
JOURNAL ARTICLES 13
TRAN&-.ATIOWS 17
INTERNAL. RESEARCH I P.
FILLD STUDIES 19

MATHEMATICS 40
JOURN^L ARTICLES 40
TRAMSLATIC•S 45
INTZR!NAL RESEARCH 47
fICLLD STUDIES 48

NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE 55
JOUPRAL ARTICLES 55
rRANSLATIONS 59
INTERNAL RESEARCH 60
F'IrLD STIIrllES 61

DATAPAOCESSING INFORMATION SCIENCES 62
JOJRnNAL ARTICLES 62

TRANSL-,TICNS 68
I 1T-RNAL RESEARCH 69

FIEL(V STUDIES 70

Figure 6
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six subject areas have been selected; and you wili see that under
each subject area we have collated the data by input type. Now, a
user can get information only in the subject areas of concern to
him, but he can very rapidly select out and read only the kinds of
input that he thinks are of value to the work. he is doing. If he
doesn't want journal articles, he can skip them. If he is interested
only in field studies, he can look only at field studies in the five
areas of interest to him. The level of information printed out in an
accessions list is based completely on the header data level-the
author, title, source, descriptors, accessions number, references,
etc. We have, in effect, produced a selective and collated acces-
sions list in response to the user's needs.

DISSEMINATION

Let us turn now to the last major functional area, of CIRC,
dissemination. All of our dissemination is semiautomatic (that is to
say, it is computer-supported) and depends upon the existence of
very specific and very detailed user profiles. A user profile is a list
of topic tags, or descriptors, which describe the scope of a user
group's interest. Note that I said group. All of our dissemination

is based upon unit profiles. We discovered early on that individual
profiles had a very high degree of duplication and that it appeared
more economical to talk in terms of a profile serving a unit rather
than an individual. Such a unit might have two, three, five, or even
ten people in it working on closely associated subject areas. As a
matter of experience, we discovered that a unit profile averaged
out at about 1,000 of our precoordinated topic tags. The system
has been running for about a year now and is currently serving
70-odd user groups scattered across the United States.

There are several different kinds of semiautomatic dissemina-
tion. First off, profile-controlled notification. Some of our custo-
mers desire to be kept aware of everything flowing through chan-
nels that is responsive to their area of interest, but they do not
wish to have the actual materials sent to them automatically.
These people receive a notification once a week that consists of
the header-data level of information on each article that came into
CIRC which fits their use pattern and which is responsive to their
profile. Other users inform us that they prefer proxy dissemination,
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in which case they receive the abstract or extract-the proxy lecve
of information-on each document responsive to their profile.--
Some customers- piaefer !o receive both, because the notification is
very easy to screen -and the proxies are useful as references. We IX
found also that it was Irzcessaiy to provide each user group with
a control for voliumc. aad specificity. These user groups vary from-
just a few people to dozens of people, therefore, -the capability to
assimilate-raw data varies, accordingly. The-re is a clip lev'el in the
program-a little formula-by which we9 can ---,-y the macitipe
criteria which determine what shall -be sent- tt* a specilk- custome-r,
-?nd a different setting car, be applied for-eac~h user groip. -Wfizh-
respect to .specificity, there is a- feedback, progiarn, piiinarily an
automatic one, which makes small deman~ds on the users on a---
routine basis. Finally, w,, can consider the disseraination of ýthe,
sele~ctive, collated accessions list to-be a type of dissemination which- 7

ýer.Ls a different level of our information users.
It might be useful- now to examine the kin~ds of *,i,.lr,,3itn if-r:¶hat

.are S,-ent- out to our user group3 in the xveeklv dissemination of
notific,-tions. Figure 7 shozvs an excerp' -fina-a no n~ification. You

ACCISSION MUI-tPCR- APAWMOJ3 COUJNTRY- us.~ NOTICE IN INTZALST AREA-
DATE SELCCTED- 03101I4S S03JCCT COO.T-- IS ( NOT IN INTE70EST AREA

TITLEC- SMA.LL ROCKETS.

TOPIC TAGS - "ETCAOMOLOGV. Mr.TEORO(OCIC ROCPCCY. LT,'ER ATI4OSPHFRC. SOUtNb6NaOCKIETS.'
AT.IosrmxiEC SA'IPLING! ARCý..IC2LJOW-MCEI'. MUOSPH.N§C SA4PLIN#G

AUTHOR - OANIEL. 0. H.

PERIODICAL. -. NTCRNATIONAL SCICL.(jC AND TECH.oLGjr v~. -o. kPfiL 1)45

will notice that it is the header-dads- ý'vel- of information-acces-
sion numvber, the date, the country, tye, -subject codes. title, -the
group oif topi. tags, the author, and- dileperiodical. Note that after.
soa.1e-of the topic tags there- is an aste~irA. This infarrin, the user
that the article was ca~led to his attention bccatý-,e these topic taggs
occurred in his profile-"sousding rockets' au~d "atmosphicric-
sarnupling2 -If the -use~r so dosires, he can cause these words to-be
deleted from his profile, or he can cause other topic tags to be hdded-
to hi:s profile. in other words, -the user can respond wvith fecdback
on indivduai-crti'ies which modifies his prolale.j
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A quarterly, avtomatiL -CYieW Of AiuS I.rofi~e is accomplished in a
different way. Oqr- -very thice~ innths we cause the machi~i; io
print cut tljý- veer l ~ie, arnd-iexm. :o vah ord iiý the profile
w-. -print u. number sh 'g ho-w Tfaniy- tines that wvord was useful
-i n ýefiing him an articie. As you nfiglit guess, we pay -particu'lar
attention to those words-which were not wve~i.ng&during !he part
-quarter and to tho~c words which were-overworking. This means
tha: once every quarter a -man from CIRC visits each of- our dis-
semninaioti- systzin co~storners and reviews I-his ?-rofiile and its per-
formance over ch2si-r~s~t Circe mon'3's'

Originally, notificationi, were ,prcepared on s-ýda"-(i Pri;tout
paper; but starting in June tl,965) we artchangingt--o card stock-

-one-lmrd per notification. This prv,~-zecipicnv wiYth notifica-
tions whic_'i "~n -be filed in a standard, mfaniual -file box under the
indlicated subject headmxgs,, thereby giving the user some capability

-for retrospective searching of -mintterials selected for him by the
semriautomatic -di;ssem.-ination programi.

SYSTEM TRAINING AND TURNOVER

One of the prime keys to-the successful design, devo:!opment, and
implementation of any system has to do with indoctrifhoting and
training the ultimate system user. Indoctrination and training- ot
different kinds should begin as-early as possible in the implemen-ta-
tion cycle. We have found it necessary to institute classroom pro-
grammer training, to train government employees as conaputer
programmers, followed by on-the-job programmer training. This
means that new government programmers -workyc acpos5 the desk
from experienced SDC system programmeizs in design, development,
and checkout of the actual programs used in the CIRC information
system. As a point of fact, some trainees have actually written
some of the less-complicated programs which are 6urrently being
used in the CIRC operations.

One other kind of. training worih noting- that has proven quite
effective-has to do with on-fihe-job-training with respect to hle. total
information system. Running an-informxn~ion systara-involves many
otlh.er things besides computer programs and a computer, since
many of the steps are mantual operations. On-the-job training in
indexing and classification, for -example, involves professional hu-
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man activities which provide the logic links between computer
operations, system operations and effective communications with
the user groups.

CURRENT STATUS

CIRC is not cz'mpletely -operational. All of the basic programs
are running and all of the basic capabilities are in existence (see
fig. 8), but CIRCis not.-yetarcessing the full-load of:input materio!s
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that it m-1t* eventually process. COf ýix differ- t ty;pes of input
materials) only the. first four pi esently are flowing into thl system.
O(,a total of approxima.ely 8,000 to 10,000 input items per morith,
CIRC presently is processing -only about 4,000. We still have a
wav ta go-to mone up to -full speed. "

Irt, might~be of value now to run through some~of the basic pro-
grams. INCO is a program that looks at the punched paper tape
input after it is converted to magnetic tape, detects certain mechan-

i-caerrors, and outputs them for correction. EDIT ,ct• as a switch-
ing center; it sends part of the data o- the input ta-es to the master

- - file, part: to various retrieval files, part to the management data
files and part to the accessions list files. MIT build3 and updates
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the rnastcr file. Mi R is a retrieval Drogramt. MEROE puts the reel
and frame number of the proxies on'to the MIR output. MANAGE
is a set of little programs that produce managcnment data repovts.
ALP-produces the-sellective, collated accessions lists CAD accom-
p3!shes semiautomatic dissemination. And -PAiAP produces quar-
terly profile analyses (ihat is, pofile feedback outputs).

PLANS AND PROSPECTS

Finally niow, let ug look at sowe of the things prms-itly under
study ancd-considera'tion as ft'ture CIRC capabilities. First, we are
interested in coming up to full speed; that is, processing the full
8,000 to 10,000 items across the s~x differeLnt subsystems. Next,
we are looking at a variety of presently existing acro-extracting
programs to determine whether any one of thein-er-a inodification
of one of themn could be useJ. to produce the proxy levci of some
of the materials require 1 as CIR.C input. I am pretty sure the
answer is positive in this case. but we are moving slowly and with-
great caution. Next, we are beginning to prepare for c~nverlting

CI~C fom a asicaly tap syte oa disc systemn in the interests-

of maintaining speed of operat~ons in Ube face of a dramatically
-incrcasing datu-base size. We are also lcok-Ing at some. list~process-
ing -'e-hniques which may be used to modify the logic of an i-q-
verted coordinate index in- such a- vay- as to -facil'itate- cearching,
whille n-,itnin'izing scaech timGc. We have launched a program to
exam~~!e-the exiszing~historicai data base in terms-of determining the
most-efficieiitway of coy -ierting some subset of it to a CIRC sysiem..
Lca'st, we are looking at time sharing for re-mote inquir.' capabilities
for ftl CIRC systeml. Ituppeoars 1easibie in a technieýal sense and
an econoraical sentse for mufliplk uiers to query the- same. corn-
-puter file from remote teletype consoles.
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C. Allen Merritt
International Business F
Machines Corporation

An Operating System
The IBM Technical
Information Retrieval Center

A very brief description of the IBM Technical Information Re-
trieval Center is that it is a centralized in-house computerized
information retrieval and dissemination service designed to satisfy
the scientific and technical information needs of IBM's scientists
and engineers. This activity, located at the Thomas J. Watson
Research Center at Yorktown Heights, New York, was formed in
November 1964. This central organization brought together the
professional personnel, the system knowledge, and a large data
base that could best serve the domestic and fvreign scientifiz aud
technical community of IBM. At the time- the Center was being
organized, a decision was made to-use the nornaiotext information
retrieval technique, developed in IBM, as the basis for operating
the system.

The normal-text searching technique provides -fast access to re-
search and engineering information of interest. With the large
volume of report-% the frequent changes. andd- the interdisciplinary
nature of our many research and deveJopment projects, it is :nec-
essary thaf a thorough search be made of the data ba.ýe each time
a query iS answered. Ordinary English sentences provide a natural
and convenient medium for expressing factual data. Normal text is
understood, used, and accepted by scientists. engineers, and admin-
istrators for information and reporting purposes. Searching the
textual data eliminates thz usual time-consuming and error-intro-
ducing classification coding, key wording, or structuring problem
involved in many IR systems. Finally, normal-text searching allows
the cO.ata base to be searched efficiently, rapidly, aad economically.
Informatioi cannot be considered a luxury; however, avoidance of
high cos, and delay is essential not only to the Center's activity but
also to ihe bser.
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In addition to the Center located in Yorktown Heights, we main-
tain thiree active satellite operations at San Jose, California, at Endi-
cott, New York, and at our World Trade Laboratory in La Gaude,
France. Each of the satellites has a complete set of our data base
tapes and the necessary programs for normal as well as emer-
gency searching.

Some of the types of input information that we process include
those listed in figuie 1. IBM Research and Engineering Project
Files are the official reporting medium for all Research, and Devel-
opment activities within the Corporation. IBM Technical Reports
are prepared by the engineers and scientists as internal company-
confidential reports.

IBM RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING PROJECT FILES

IBM TECHNICAL REPORTS

IBM INVENTION DISCLOSURES

IBM RELEASED PUBLICATIONS

IBM SUGGESTIONS

TECHNICAL PRESS LOG

NON-IBM TECHN!CAL REPORTS

SELECTED U. S. PATENTS

ABSTRACT-INDEX BULLETINS

CURRENT INFORMATION SELECTION

CENTRALIZED MICROFILMING

RETROSPECTIVE SEARCHES

Figure I

Often these axe cleared at a later date for outside publication or
distribution. IBM Invention Disclosures are submitted as novel
ideas to solve specific problems. The most promising of these are
selected to be filed as patents. IBM Released Publications are
papers or reports that are presented or distributed outside IBM
and by IBMers. Non-IBM Reports are selected from many journal
and magazine articles, government reports, and various university
aqd college reports and theses. All input to the IBM Technical In-
formation Retrieval Center that is not originated within the Com-
pany receives the necessary copyright clearance before it is placed
into the system. In IBM, as in mauy large companies, we have a
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suggestion system for recommended changes in procedures or
products. New suggestions are compared by computer with previous
suggestions to determine whether a previous suggestion covering a
particular idea has been submitted. If nio match occurs, the sug-
gestion is investigated further to determine i1 it should be accepted
for implementation and an award. We also have, on tape a selection
of U. S. patent claims .to determine the feasibility of assisting in
infringement searching. The complexity of searching here is a de-
gree higher than in the usual information retrieval search.

Services of The Center
The services of our Information Retrieval Center include:

Retrospective Searches. A complete search of current
and historical files tailored to a requester's needs. At the
present time we have over 125,000 documents that we
can search in total.

A Current Information Selection Program. A search of
the new data continuously being added to the data base
to provide our scientists and engineers with current
awareness of new information by matching the indi-
vidual user's profile with the data base. A profile is com-
posed of the technological terms, sentences, or phra
used to describe the individual's professional assignment.
A match between the data base and the profile results in
the selection of items to be directed to a person.

Abstract-Index Bulletins. An on-the-desk browsing tool
for the engineer or scientist containing abstracts of-docu-
ments, a category index, and a subject index. These are
published monthly and contain the monthly acquisitions
arranged for ease of handling and review.

Centralized Microprocessing. A Center service to pro-
vide each IBM Technical Library in over 26 U. S. :nd
foreign locations with backup copies of reports in the
ITIC System. Hard-copy needs are serviced by the
lccal IBM Librarian. At the present time there are over
24,000 reports on microfilm.
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Specialized Librarian Tools. As a natural by-product of

the system, special runs and cumulative listings are
processed and distributed to the IBM Technical Li-
brarians. Author indexes and source code listings are
examples of this kind of capability. These are all on-the-
shelf tools for librarians.

Automated Projcdi File. This is a monthly compilation
Af all the current research and development projects in

the Company. It is distributed to a controlled list of
managers as an awareness and control tool. The data are
updated monthly apd contain descriptions of the project,
budget figures, manpower and planning information.

Retrieval by Normal-Texi Technique
Let us now take a look into the normad-text information re-

trieval techniquts. The -user, or requester, forwards to thc Center
a question -'r inquiry -consisting of p-mrtinent words and phrases
that-might be found1 in our data file. This information is directed

to the inforrmatioq specialist: Here is thb. weakest and yet the
strongest point in our Center's activi!ies. T'Jat is. the informati.n
specialist rroust le able to-interpret thi inquivy 2roper!y-.o nat he
matches the ,ieeds of the use!-with the-questioning logic and tech-
niques av.ailabi.

The tools that the IR specialist uses- are individ.,-al words,
phrases, and sentences with contextua logic. In phrasing the in-
quiry the specialist may use a string o07 words, that is, a specific
linear sequence of words. He may use woid combinations. He may
use an "or" possibility, to instuct the computer to look ior a0y
one of several possibilities of-dzsired words or exprcssions. He may
use an "and" logic combination to instruct the computer -to lock

for all desired words or expressions if an individual were inmerested
in determining ali references or examples of a desired sozbject. He
may use a negative determination; that is, he myv instruct the
computer to ignore specified data or specified words. He may a!so
use an "absolute yes," or a positive answer, so that regardiess of
the search request or matching criteria the computer we.uld fird
and print out each case. This is called an override in our system

and will print any answer found regardless of other logic or
criteria used.
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The adjacent word is probably one of our most common tools
in preparing a search request. If one were interested in a specific
subject and wished to avoid false answers, resulting from the
"right words" being in the text but having different meanings due
to contextual positioning, the computer would be instructed to
register an answer only when the words are adjacent. This tech-
nique is also useful if an individual is interested in a specific
phrase, sentence, or a quotation, such as the very common "to be
or not to be."

The logic I have described to you is used to fulfill various retro-
spective search requests. However, let me emphasize that this same

IBM TECHNICAL IhFOhMATION RTR1IEVAL CEkIEh
THOMAS J. VAISOA RSEARCh CENTEh

YOHKTO~h HLI(nTS, NEW YORK

RF !ALLECK POX UPO 09415e

DEPT 75&9, BI.JG 005

T( fe. 1209. COM)PUTER LIST PROCLSSIrG LAhGUAGES. NOVEMBER 1$64.
OS-PK

BAnBIERI, R.

LIST PkOCLSSýhG LANWUA6ES ARE 0ESuNhEU 10 MANIPULATE SYhBOLIC
OAIA, 4HEhEAS PAOGhAMMI&G LhLhUA.r.S SUCH AS FOhTRAW ARE ORI.TED
IeAJs) '% UMEhIC COMPUTAIIOh. Th. DATA FOK LIST PnOCESSIkG LAhGUAuLS
AhL S•I;bOLS ImAl JMY nAVL OIHLR THAN h.iUREICAL KEAhING, A)O THE hLiD
ARISES FOK A bhll OF vAIA LARUEh THAN A SIbULE taULuEk THIS REPORT
DESCAIBES SLYLkAL LIST STRUCUhELS- !Ia&PLE, LISP, hSS, 7HhLAD[L,
NOrTTýu, Ahu SInMETRIC- Ahou SOME IhPORIANI ASPECTS OF THLIk

INPLE1EMiAIIO . IHih IT OESChIES Aba COMPAhLS FOUh LANGUAGES- FLPL,
IPL-V, LISP, Ahh SLIP- FOh *RITInb PaOGNAhS TO zOLVE PROBLEhS
SYMBOLICALL. 1i ALSO GIVLS EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF SLIP. LIST
PhOCESSuES h.VE bLEh USEu, AoOdta UIHLk InIoGS, 10 PhOVi GEOMETRY
THEOREMS, buLV. SYrBOLIC UIFFLmTIATION Abu INTE6iATION PhOBLE'S, I'
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Figure 2
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logic is used i. our Current Information Selection Program in
which we now have over 1,000 individual profiles on tape.

Let us go to the computer now and assume that we have pre-
pared and placed into it a search request, or that our Current In-
formation Selection Program has been run with a thousand users
against 500 or 600 input documents. What type of information do
we receive -back from the computer? What does the user receive?
Specifically. we receive on each.,document hit the bibliogTaphic in-
formation of the document; that is, the source of the document, Tzhe
title, the author, the abstract, micro-film control number, and sub-
ject terms assigned to the document. These subject terms are used
for the bulletin subject index (see fig. 2). With this information, a
user can then go to his local library and see on microfilm the coin-
-plete document, or he may request a hard copy of the document
directly from his library.

Measurement and/or evaluation of the Center's activities are of
primary importance. Whether the information is forwarded to the
user as a part of our Current Information Selection Program or
in response to a retrieval search, there is a measurement technique
that we use for each document cailed aD response card (fig. 3). The
response card for the Current Information Selection Program is
returned to us-after the user punches one of five Port-a-Punches
on the card to indicate the relevancy of the document information
we have provided to him and whether he desires a copy of the

11.J .... o I ,,. lI iocutmme
INSTRUCTIONS" Abstract of interest, document not needed

I Read the atstract that carries Send copy of document
the above docuetnt nlumber Abstract of mtlerest, have seen dcrunent before

2 Respond by punching out the ,Z ,, , -•-,SapE opriate boxes Abstract not relevant to my profile

3 Envelope Card to your liary Comments-Punch this tbsx wheG writ.ng comments
or report center, in above or address changes bWlow

!ocatron
T

Cuiteri Infatmruttn Selcton fromn the IBM TECHNICAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL CENTER
To,_ .J ~. P-0.. C_- V_ M_. Ye

Figure 3
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document. When a~ search response is sent to the user, he indicates
to us whether the response was specific to his needs or whether hle
desires more information.

SUBJECT INDEX

~PERPORMAW-C
TR.24. 029. DA.TA C.ZMUUNICATIO14 SYSTEM IJEAICN ANO E~vALuATIO,'I. JANUARY
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-APPLICATIONS. DECEMBGER 1964..
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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___________Figure 4
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As indicated earlier, we provide three monthly bulletins of our
current input: IBM Documents, non-IBM Documents, and Inven-
tion Disclosures. Each bulletin has three ,main sections:

1. The category listing. This offers a quick way for the
reader to scan the contents of the bulletin selectively.
This section lists all documents under one-or more broad
subject headings with titles and accession numbers.
There are 23 categories.

2. The abstract section. Reports and other documents orig-
inated within IBM or selected from outside IBM are
identified by an assigned accession number as well as
the original source code number. Copies of these items
are available on request from the user's local library,
either for retention or for Joan.

3. Subject index. As shown in figure 4, this is an alpha-
betic index based on descriptive terms assigned to each

item of the bulletin. Each entry includes the title, docu-
ment number, and page number of the bulletin where the
abstract may be found.

Concurrently with the issuance of each of the three bulletins we
distribute 16-mm microfilm cartridges or reels to our 26 library
locations throughout the -United States and foreign locations. We-
place on microfilm all IBM-originated documents and ihose non-
IBM documents whose reproduction is permitted by copyright, and
material that is releasable to foreign nationals. Documents are
filmed in their entirety and are available to the-user for his viewing
and immediate reproduction of selected pages. Utilization of the
raicrofilm at the various library locations reduces somewhat the
requests for document hard copy.

The techniques and programs used -by the IBM Technical In-
formation Retriemal Center are -not entirely new. We believe that
the significance of our approach lies in the use of normal-text
abstract searching and in the manipulation of a single input to
produce a-multiplicity of results, covering a-broad subjcot area-and
serving a large diversified body of users. Altho-ugh cur efforts today
are seemingly dizected solely toward our user and the selection of
ihput for his needs, we have not lost sigbt-of the futureý and the
fact that continuing study, research, and -development must -be
made for the improvement of our C'mnterýs .azrtivitie,.
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Mrs. A. S. Williams
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.

Historical Development and
Present Status-

Douglas Aircraft Company
Computerized Library Program

In early 1958, when responsibility for the Missiles Library of
the Douglas Aircraft -Company was transferred to its present
section, the "under new management" sign was barely dry when
the new'y cognizant supervisory personnel were made acutely
aware of the rapid growth rate of the Library's holdings. With the
tremendous influx of technical documentation came the realization
that traditional library practices were inadequate to cope with the
problem. Accordingly a decision was made to index the library's
holdings of technical reportn L , the "uniterm" method of catalog-
ing (see item- 3).1 This method's potential for subsequent mech-
anized retrieval made it especially attractive. In January 1959
efforts were initiated to study the feasibility of expandi;ng the
manual uniterm system to a computerized document retrieval
system. Computer management keenly interested in documentation
problems and a librarian willing to forego traditional practices
proved to be a fortunate combination. During the study and
analysis phase, investigation was made of available retrieval
systems, including those in being and those still planned. As the
study progressed, advice was solicited from knowledgeable visitors
to the Los Angeles area, including those of the stature of the late
Pete Luhn of IBM and Dr. Mortimer Taube and All Kreithen of
Documentation, Incorporated. These efforts culminated in May
1960 in a proposal (see item 1) recommending use of available
time on an IBM 704 computer Rather than being an idealistic
and theoretical treatise, the pro, isal aimed to justify the research
and development effort ret fired to develop a computer program

SThis and similar references are found in the bibliography, page 54.
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as a specific library aid andt as a practkcal cos*-saving dev,-, fkr
library management.

Developm:ýnt of the System

Development commenced shortlh after submittal and -cceptance
of the proposal. In November 1960 the prprgaa waz expandad
to include thesaurus, or diction'ýry, input froin all divislon-4-o the
corporation and participation in the retrieval program by all com-
pany libraries. This move accounts for the wide-range-of subjecc
matter encompassed by the system.

As initially planned the program was to have been implelne.ntem
in three phases: a bibliographic subsystem whose by-products wou!'
materially reduce library clerical functions; .a thesaurms, or jiction-11
ary, subsystem; and a retrospective literature search subsystem.
With the advent of Automatic Selective Dissemination of Informa-
tion (ASDI-) -(see item 5), it was evident that ASDI should
precede the literature search -phase. ASDI provided a more
immediate payoff- than the retrospective search, which requires a
large inventory, because ASDTI requires only a certain volume of
input to be successful. The two initial phases, the bibliographic
subsystem and the thesaurus subsystem, were developed concur-
rently and have been operational, for the most part, since May
1961. Development of the ASDI phase was partially a concurrent
effort. It became operational about a year later. The literature
search subsystem was developed last and has been operational
since mid-1963.

Equipment Used and Products Produced

Let us now consider the system in more detail. Normally, input
to the system is generated by copying a worksheet, compiled by a
cataloger, on a Friden Flexowriter, which simultaneously produces
paper tape and a hard copy for proofreading and interim usage.
Originally, the punched paper tape from. the Flexowriter was con-
verted to punched cards by a Systematics Model C-750 Converter
as an interim step to magnetic tape. This was replaced by the
present method of teroducing magnetic tape directly from punched
paper tape by means of a Control Data Corporation 160A com-
puter. initially, some problems of priority conflict, tape density,
and tape qualty were encountered [:,ecause the conversion equip-
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ment is undet cognizance -of one &!paitment and tb.n. computinig
equipment is-undet aiioth~r. IF stabli~rment of good- communication

ciaiinelsad eis codnatierr solved thesc problems.

The compuiter originaily considered-was an IBMi 704; how-ever,
!during the developmiental phas~t the -tBM 70' was replaced-by an

* IL"M 709. Currontly, IBM 7094 ard 1401 equipmneot are utilizcd.
(S~e fig. Jl.) The -1401 is used p~irely as an inpit/output device
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of the punched paper tape; however, corrections to the descriptors
or uniterms are made by means of punched cards. The biblio-
graphic program takes about 45 minutes to run on th. 7094 every
two weeks. Output consists of five magnetic tapes, four of which
are designed as print tapes. One magnetic tape is generated with
the newest acquisitions and is immediately input to the ASDI
program. Of the four print tapes, one prints sets of 3 x 5 cards
with information permuted and then sorted by accession number,
author, title, and corporate source. Another tape prints out a two-
part accessions list. A third tape generates a list of typing errors,
a list of undefined descriptors, a list of accession numbers which
are not on magnetic tape, a list of the number of 3 x 5 cards, by
category, printed by the program, and the total of accession num-
bers currently on magnetic tape. The fourth tape prints a list of
accession numbers which were added or replaced, a list of acces-
sion numbers on the magnetic tap- which have incorrect descrip-
tors. and a list of accession numbers not changed as requested to-
gether with reasons why they were not corrected. All this printing
takes about one and one-half ti two hours on the 1401 every two
weeks.

Blibliographic Data Subsystem

In addition tw the bibliographic data noted above, speclal inor-
mation is generated upon request. A printout of document holdings
by publication date assists in weeding our obsolete holdings.
Regrading of documents with military security classifications is
easily accomplished by citing both old and new classifications on a
computer loadsheet. A set of cards reflecting the new classification
is generated and substituted for the old set. If required, the com-
puter can generate a listing of the total number of documents under
each security classification.

For publication purposes, the accession list printout, which
comes from one of the 7094 magnetic tapes mentioned above, is
microfilmed, and then the microfilm is input to a Xerox Copyflo
which produces offset masters for lithographic reproductian. In the
near futur.e this process Will be abbreviated. The 7094 tape will
go to a SC.4020 high-speed computer-recorder which will produce
the required microfilm directly. Elimination of manual microfilm-
ing will greatly accelerate the availability of the data.
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Another important product are the updated 5 x 8 uniterm
subject cards used for manual literature searches. These are printed
on request. Machine-generated cards have eliminated the long-
hand or typewritten posting of new accession numbers to the
subject cards.

The bibliographic data subsystem also produces statistical data.
Typical data are listings of the number of documents produced in
a given year, the average number of descriptors per document, the
number of documents with abstracts, the number of indexed docu-
ments produced by Douglas, and a list of the accession numbers of
those documents.

Other statistics are obtainable for assisting computing personnel
to monitor the system with minimum effort. Some examples are
tape length and length of record, checks on dictionary -code-
number assignment, frequency of additions or deletions to the
dictionary, and checks on the updating of the inverted file.

Error lists are an important by-product of the system and are of
sufficient interest to describe in detail. The "list of input errors"
notes errors in the format of data entries, errors in accession num-
bers, errors of too many or too fewv fields (foi material added
or omitted), and so on. The "gap list" shows which accession
numbLrs are not on the master tape. If there is a discrepancy, an
entry may have been omitted, or a machine error may have oc-
curred. The "replacement list" is a list of accession numbers which
have replaced other entries on the tape. Entries are occasionally
replaced to record additional information on the index cards or
the tape record; for example, to show a superseded document.
This list is used to verify the au~ccpance of the most recent entry
and causes the previous entry with the same accession number to
be replaced. A record of the number of entries on the old master
tape and on the updated reference tape assures the Library that the
correct tape was used and that no entries were lost during updating.
The "term correction list" contains undefined uniterms and the
accession numbers on which they appear, plus results from screen-
ing the bibligraphic input against the dictionary tape. All accession
numbers appearing on this printout are flagged on the master refer-
ence tape and cannot be used for retrieval until the error is cor-
rected. Any descriptor not in the dictionary is in error and is
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printed in alphabetical order in the incorrect format with its
accession number. If the descriptor is misspelled, it is simply
oorrected on the pr;itout, without retyping. If, however, the word

is a valid indexing term that for some reason does not appear in the
dictionary, it must first be entered into the dictionary through the
dictionary subsystem and then entered through the error sheet
to remove the flag from the entry. The entire system, like all good
systems, is designed for protection against what can go wrong,
against the worst possible cases. For example, due to training of
personnel (during one analysis period seven catalogers and eight
Flexowriter operators were trained), the input error rate grew to
19.5 percent, but it dropped shortly thereafter to 15 percent and
currently is less than 5 percent.

As an additional feature the program has the capability to store
and prant abstracts of the documents indexed. This capability is
not being utilized at prese't because we feel that the list of
descriptors adequately describes the document for our purposes.

Thesaunrs Subsystem

The thesaurus subsytem was developed on the basis of docu-

ments already indexed by the three division libraries, and with
reference to ASTIA, SAMPE, and AEC vocabularies. It might
have been helpful to consult subject specialists or to use an
established vocabulary, but this was not possible. For example,
the ASTIA thesaurus was- not pubilshed until more than a year after
we created our basic dictionary. New terms are input to the diction-
ary after thorough researching of published vocabularies, consulta-
tion with user subject-specialists, and agreement by catalogers of
participating company libraries.

Company-wide utilization of a single dictionary has resulted in a
listing of over 11,000 terms, covering research, engineering, testing,
and. production, primarily in such areas as airframes, missiles and
space vehicles, and encompassing such varied disciplines as astro-
physics, biomedical and life sciences, electronics, flight mechanics,
cryogenics, propulsion, structures, and so forth. The rate of growth
of the dictionary has appreciably decreased in the past year.
Obviously, the value of the entire system is dependent upon the
contents and use of the dictionary,
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Our approach to cataloging could be considered a compromise.

Cataloging in depth with Ph.D. specialists would be expensive, but
retrieval would be fairly inexpensive. Cnversely, cataloging by
clerks with only a high school background would be inexpensive,
but this would necessitate a more complex and expensive retrieval
systerzz. Our catalogers, while not Ph.D.'s, do have degrees, some
in library science. Clerical help is provided to them Jn order that
the catalogers devoti: as little time as possible -to cierical duties.
Current research by others may prove that this approach Is not ithe
best, but it appears to be working well.

Although the "single uniterm" concept had been the goal,
development of the dictionary as a consolidated vocabulary for all
company division libraries disclosed the need for compromise and
deviation. In our present usage "uniterm," "term," and "descrip-

tor" are interchangeable. The vocabu!ary reflects "binding" of
terms, acronyms, use of "scope notes" for semantic clarity, multiple
spellings, cross references, and- the inclusion of FC (frequency
coordinated) terms. The program was expanded to give computer-
generated postings of FC terms as a- usage criterion for binding
terms into one concept. Bound terms measurably decrease time
spent in manual searching but present a hazard to thoroughness
in either manual of computer searches if the break-off point of
postings from single terms is not immediately reflected in the
system. Computer-structured generic relationships have been used
only for compa:;y-produced products. The slow progress that has
been made to date in developing a structured vocabulary as a
cataloger's working tool has proved That time, specialization, re-
search, and difference of opinion are going to be the contributing
factors in determining the feasibility of adding this feature to our
dictionary progra:m. An experimental modified-link system was
used by one of the division libraries at the beginning of the pro-
grani; however, the time spent in accurately linking descriptions
seemed to -be a more significant problem than "false- drops" that
have occurred during the several years of program operation. Our
solution has been to use retrieval specialists who keep in close con-
tact with the user's need through interviews and who make periodic
checks of retrieval statistics. Also, we use catalogers w-ao double at
times as reference librarians.
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Upon request, ihe dictionary tape can be used to print the
dictionary, check the validity of uniterms on index cards before
they are added to the master tape., and assigned unique code num-
bers to uniterms for use by the retrieval program when searching
the tape files. These code numbers are internal to the computer
and are not used as input or reflected in the output of the computer
program. As a by-product the program also prints the frequency
of use of each indexing term by each of the participating libraries
(fig. 2). Descriptors are stored in an inverted file. If a descriptor is
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input before it is established as a valid term, the dictionary tape willS~reject that entry as input and flag it for listing on the term-

correction list.
The combining of terms already a part of the dictionary is ac-

complished by adding them to ih'. I%,ctionary loadsheet and request-
ing that they be added to previously indexed material through
the "correction of uniterms" loadsheet. The same method is
used to delete terms. As a precaution against deleting a term
inadvertently, the dictionary program will not accept a deletion
while there are still items posted on the term, but it will print a
list of accession numbers which must have the term removed.
These built-in safeguards are well worth the effort required for
their development and are highly recommended to designers of
retrieval systems. The dictionary tape is the hub of the entire
program; it ties the bibliographic subsystem to thc. retrieval sub-
system, and upon its accuracy rests the success or failure of

S~retrieval.

As an extra feature ca'Thdocument has affixed to it a statement
inviting the scientist/engineering-user to analyze the assigned de-
scriptors and suggest corrections or additions. Also, as a company
policy, authors of company reports are to assign descriptors, in
collaboration with the library catalogers, at the time the report is
written. Our feeling is that if all originators of documents met a
similar requirement, eventwally (discounting the present problems
caused by variances in vocabularies or dictionaries) cataloging
cfforts thioughout the country could be reduced; in effect, re-
cipients would receivc partially "precataloged" documents.

Automatic Selective Dissemmiktion of !nformation (ASDI)
SUBSYSTEM

Operational since April 1962, the ASDI subsystem was given
priority in order to iicrease the payoff of the system, by makc-
ing users more rapidly aware of newly acquired documents
pertinent to their areas of interest. Subject profiles for individuals
and Douglas organizational units are constructed of terms ia the
mecho~nized program dictionary aftevo users are inte'viewed by
a retrieval specialist in the Library. A tapt. produced from load-
sheet input is matched against the regular semimonthly libraty
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accessions input. Output is in the form of a library index card
coupled to a reader response card (0g. 3).

PM. •5•53 .2 LOPeZ CO. 3
ASC COMM

OOMLAS AIRCRAFT CO_ INC OP 1474 A2-32

- -Or INTCD$CSY. NOTIFY
NCTICIOOYhIN6Or OPýICAL SIGNALS OACO *IEN AVAILABLE I rTU.R. 1O

WITH 0iCRYZTALS 55P .RYSIALS I. 6607-1 LIBRAnY

SIONAL-TO>-•.•CSE - I-5 -- OF INTEREST. OOCJ- A2-10

H r MATARC OPTICM. MENT NOT WANTCO

C,4MUMICA?1014

DEC 1964 .HOPrRTICS -- OF INTEPRST. HAVC

JONCTOON SEEN COPY

ML-I OCT CTr s ASCIRD,.1 -REC•IVCR

4MOCRODYNE••O OITRS

.tCILLATOR 
-- OF HO INTEREST

V6 NSITIV.TY POL "0T53 WHY

•*G.ALS

,.ANTUM --- KEYPUNCH

Figure 3

There are now about 125 profiles of individuals and Douglas
organizational units in the ASDI system. Analysis at an early stage
indicated about a 50 to 60 percent "hit" ratio, while the adjusted
or "polished" profiles gave positive responses with ratios as high
as 91 percent. This indicated several things, primarily that the
search program is flexible enough for the vocabulary to be tailored
to the individual; that the unstructured descriptor vacabulary
can describe document content adequately; and that care in, ini-
tially establishing the search question is extremely important.
Statistical output (fig. 4) assists in monitoring the ASDI program.

The ASDI program is run immediately after the bibilographic
data program. The total running time on the 7094 takes about 15
minutes every two weeks, with printing and assembling taking
about an hour. (These times refer to a typical division library,
not to the total corporate effort.)

Literature Starch Subsyslem

Input to the computer for- a retrospective literature search is
very similar to that for the ASDI subsystem. The basic design
of the loadsheets, tape format, search logic, and-printed output for
both programs is much the same. The literature search profile is
used for a one-time input in searching all material oi. fkze in the
mechanizad system. The user may specify the number of retrieva!s
desired, indicate which divisiou library tapes are to be searched,
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Figure 4.1
establish date parameters, and indicate the form of output, as cards
or lists or both. The requester's search profile of dictionary uni-
terms is tailored to his requirement-a broad and comprehensive
search of direct and related subjects, or a very narrow and specific
search The choice of descriptors is influence., by the frequency-of-
use statistics listed in the dictionary. Each search profile input
has a minimum value fo; any document the search is to retrieve.
The document value is determined by the sum-of the weigh - of the
descriptors common to the search profile and to the document in
question. The weight value given to a single descriptor is deter-
mined by the importance of the descriptor to the user's requests
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andJ by the frequency of its use in the system. The requester may
further limit the search. by listing descriptors which wout'd make theV
retrieval undesirable to his particular area of interest.

It may be well to -point out here the danger of a library to tend
toward complacency-initially, a user-is so appreciativt of receiv-
ing any inform.ation tha! the-search librarian has to be super-critical
ili-analyzing ihrn retiieved- information to ensure thfatihe search- has
bceen thoroilgh.

The literature search, program. can be run any time tlhe library
has -aeed for it; oo set schedule is establishedl, althou~i it cur-
rently is run about.-twic.- a week. The MSSD Engineering Library
-is averaging 50 seprches a month. Up to 100 searches can be
made during any one- computer run. Although the program logic
Is very similar to the ASDI search, the -running time is usually
longer due-to its searching each library referenceý tape completely.
-The 7094 time ave~rages 25 minutes; howew-'r, -printing and assem-
-bly tine can vary anywhere from 30 minutes to 6 -hours, based
on the--quantity-of retrIeved information.

Possible Extension;s and Im-provements

At the ,present time over 97,000 documents (primarily classified
and unclassified technical reports) from all -Douglas libraries are
indexed ain.d. on tape. Excluded are books, periodicals, journals, -

and specifications for which other retleval methods exist-

It was soon realized that ensuring the most efficient lase of a
successful ond operating computeriz-'d retrieval program required
computerimalon of as many othei library activities as possible.
-Prograrns such- as one for mechan;_zed routingoibrrrceso

bullet~ins (-DJC's TAB and NASA's STAR) iv-re in'ipleinented. A
statistical lisving from a 1401 computer program, assists in re-
ducing the clerical woilkload in the periodical acca. The list
gives the n uniber of periudi,;al subscriptions, frequency -)fI distribu--
tion, date olf rem:,wal. tii'uc of binding, and general subjc.-t area.

At present. st~jdief are being made of -mechanized or computer- -

ized circulation systemis. An-a,-ccptabie sys~em. must include a quick

and eas-y meti'od of inpuc, short turnover time in thic Computing
Systems C~perattons Departxnent,_and-it must Zid i.n evaluating-and
deleting entri.es already rn the master retcrcnce tape. NA.SAs
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compute6zed system and -ape output has been followed with in-
terest since first it was announced, and periodic studies have
been made to develop its compatibility with the Douglas program.
The recent announcement that NASA's files have been reorganized
to linear sequence and that 1401 and 7094 programs will soon be
available will expedite completion of the Douglas effort. Once in
effect, the scope of in-house literature searches will increase
proportionally with the number of NASA microforms on file.

There are, already, over 100,000 microforms in the Library's
holdings. The Douglas program will also be readily adaptable to
any other organization-issued magnetic tapes and microfilm.

With the advent of new computing equipment and a review
of the entire me.'2hanized program, it is hoped that computerized
acquisitions and receivals will be possible. Computer detection
of duplicate material at the acquisitions level would be coordinated
with all company division libraries. Automatically generated
follow-up notices on ordered material would also be a part of
this program. Thought has been given to eliminating the neces-
sity of using punched paper tape. Optical scannipg has been in-
vestigated, but in all likelihood System 360- auxiliary equipment
would be used. Also being studied is the use of book-type (index)
printout format in lieu of 3 x 5 cards for less-active accession areas.

In the computing area, improvement currently contemplated
will be aimed at greater efficiency in the software, i.e., in the
subsystems, sorting routines, and so forth. The initial program
was based on what was then considered average input; however,
the irput, about 1,800 documents a month ir. spite of careful
screening, is considerably over expectations. The computing logic
was based cn information available in 1959 and has proven to
be very good. Today's computing people are inapressed by the
foresight shown by their predecessors.

One area which hasn't received adequate ,wtentioi is that of
formally documenting the logic. This has made it -difficult for
personnel unfamfiliar with the pgragam to pick it up. An early
decision wis that the program would be peculiar to Dovglas, so
it was set up the "Douglas" way. This is proving to b• a handi-
cap when it comes to encouraging others to use the program. When
the program is rewritten for IBM System 360 equipment, it will,
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be converted to a "universal" computer language, such as COBOL
or NPL, thus making it- easier for others to adapt to their require-
in.-nts.

Conclusion

In retrospect we are gratified that the present system bears so
much resemblance to- the theoretical program first proposed. That

in itself is a tribute to the soundness of the basic system. The
developmental period required a lot of effort and was even frustrat-
ing at times, as is often the case when theory is transformed into
practice. The changes made as the program evolved were
definitely beneficial, and their description is passed on with the
hope that they may be of value to others currently in a develop-
mental phase. We anticipate no major upheavals in the program
due to contemplated changes. The program has weathered, with-
out strain,, not only the transition for 704 to 7090 and 7094 equip-
ment, but the expansion from one division library to several; so,
we are satisfied that basically it is a system ideally suited for our
requirements.
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PANEL SUMMARY

Bernard K. Dennis
Battelle Memorial Institute

Indexing and Classification
The eleven members of the Indexing and Classification panel

came from Government and non-government organizations and
represented a wide range of interests, training, and experience in
the science information field. The semiautomated systems they
represented varied from a newly initiated system, with only a few
thousand documents in file, to a large, general-purpose, com-
puter-based system providing selective dissemination to several
hundred users at locations throughout the nation.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the group was the relatively
calm, almost cautious, manner in which various aspe.:ts of index-
ing or classification were approached. Only a few years ago, this
kind of discussion would have been dominated by hotly pressed
claims and counterclaims by zealous proponents of thie latest cure-
ails for the world's indexing or classification ills. It was heartening
indeed to observe the degree of objective openmindedness that
permeated the group's deliberations.

Although many issues in indexing and classification were dealt
with by the group during its day-and-a-half discussion, topics fell
generally within the following areas: I

"* Classification
COSATI I subject groups and announcement media

"* Indexing
Indexing approaches used in represented systems
Adaqantages vs. costs of sophistication
Author indexing
Selection and training of personnel
Quality aud quality control

"* Standardization
Levels of opportunity
Human and machine indexing
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Classification

There was little interest in classification beyond its use in an-
nouncement media. Main interest was focused on the twenty-two
COSATI subject groups established for ochieving uniformity in
Government media announcing the availability of scientific and
technical documents. Although it was the consensus view that uni-
formity would be desirable, serious concern was expressed over the
practicability of the COSATI scheme. Greatest concern stemmed
from the fear that many of the users for whom the announcement
tools are intended may not readily find their areas rt resented.
There could be a significant loss in utility as a result of the-attempt
to force an unwelcome change in habit patterns upon the users, who
very probably would become unresponsive and thereby defeat the
purpose of the announcement media. The consensus of the Index-
ing and Classification panel was that COSATI should proceed more
cautiously than is apparently planned and should take into fullest
possible account the affect of COSATI direction on the information
requirements and habits of the user groups for whom the various
announcement media are intended.

Indexing

With two exceptions, the indexing approaches of the systerms
represented by participants in this discussion were base', on co-
ordinate indexing and computer-manipulated inverted indexes.
One system used a computer-produced, keyword-in-context. Jndex
with provision for cumulation. Another operational sy.+4em, for

storing legal documents, was based on complete texc natural-
language processing by computer. The participant concerned with
this system indicated that user acceptance has been satisfactory.
He contended that the approach may be generalized beyond legal
documents, but he agreed that economic justification would de-
pend upon the situation.

I COSATI is the acionm for the Committce on Scientific and Technical
Information, Office of Science and Technology of the Executive Office of the
President.-Ed.
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Soph'sticaticn-advantages vs. costs

The subject of indexing methodology was pursued somewhat
lethargically by the group (or so it seemed to the chairman).

With one exception, no one appeured to feel strongly committed
to a particular approacn. The consensus seemed to be that the
inverted coordinatc index lends itself well to machine manipula-
tion and is probably the most economical basis today for effective
semiautomated document retrieval. One system represented at
the workshop was based on a hierarchically structured inverted
roordinate index manipulated by computer. This system, in op-
eration at the Science Information Exchange at the Smithsonian
Institution, 2 probably represented the highest order of sophistica-
tion of any of the conventional systems discussed.

None of the system !,perators at fne workshop used a vocabu-
lary or index-term conwrol device other than a thesaurus. There
-was general concern that other devices might redue recall, even
though they achieved an element of standardization and improved
the relevance of retrieved material. The benefits of role indica-
tors in specific situations were acknowledged; however, caution
was expressed regarding- their general applicability. Considerable
emphasis was -placed on the economic and intellectual require-
mnents di.:ated-by their reliable application.

Author Indexing. Regarding the possibility of utilizing author
indexing as direct input to a system, it was unanimously agreed
that such practice is not likely to be feasible. It was felt that
even though potential authors were taught to index, the in-
frequency of their need to do so would not permit them to main-
tain an adequate degree of proficiency. However, it was gen-
erally felt that preliminary indexing by the author, followed by
professional indexing, would tend to be significantly beneficial,
by assuring that the main intent of material was reflected in the
total indexing.

2 A description of the S.I.E. system is on page 62.
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Personnel Selection and Training

The highly subjective nature of manual indexing was made
apparent during the discussion of the selection and training of
indexers. The prime requisite for a candidate indexer was felt
to be subject knowledge. Second was personality. Panel menm.
bers hotly refuted the notion, often been expressed in some quarters,
that indexing requires no subject-matter expertise in the field being
indexed. The group could give but few guidelines for training
indexers. The process apparently depends heavily on intuition
and thorough early review and supervision. A particular system's
thesaurus and indexing ground rules appear to be the main teach-
ing aids.

Quality and Quality Control

Assurance of indexing quality appears to be a highly sub-
jective process, with close supervision and review by experienced
indexers being the main approach. Mechanical editing, insofar as
spelling, word form, symbols, etc., are concerned, is feasible; but
assuring that chosen index terms really convey the message con-
tent of the material being indexed is a subjective matter. If a
high-grade thesaurus exists for the system, mechanical posting
will assure the same quality reflected in index posting. The group
readily admitted that, in the final analysis, quality of system out-
put is a function of the quality of system input, which is largely
an immeasurable characteristic.

Standardization

One of time areas receiving major attention by the group was
that of standardization. It was agreed that although standardiza-
tion is of key significance for purposes of system efficiency and
economy, it is a prerequisite for efficient and economic interfaces
among systems. However, the effects upon the users of achieving
standardizztion and/or compatibility may be such that a system's
purpose may suffer to an unacceptable extent.

Levels of opportunity

The group agreed that there are four levels of opportunity for
achieving standardization and/or compatibility. Ranked in order
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of their practical achievement they are as follows:
1. Descriptive cataloging
2. Classification for announcement
3. Published subject indexes
4. Indexing for document retrieval
it was readily agreed that the attainment of standa•idization ;.n

descriptive cataloging poses no great problems and that it could
and should be achieved on a widespread scale. The feeling regard-
ing standardization of classification for announcement or distribu-
tion purposes was indicated by the group's concern over the
COSATI scheme. Caution is required due to the impact of deci-
sions upon the users. The same need for caution applies in attempt-
ing to standardize printed subject indexes. Users' habit patterns are
of paramount concern.

Regarding deep indexing for subject retrieval of documents,
the group felt that possibilities for standardization within a system
and compatibility among systems appear remote for a number of
reasons, the chief one possibly being the difficulty of coping with
the human element.

Human and machine indexing

It was the general feeling of the group that, for the foresee-
able future, manual indexing for document retrieval will be a
major cost element in system operation. Little hope was held for
significant improvement in quality and reliability. It was con-
sidered that only less-than-optimum benefits can be gained through
mechanizing index searching or manipulation as long as system
input depends upon today's indexing capability. In the group's
opinion, it appears highly unlikely that the intellectual Yunction
of selecting significant retrieval terms can be performed with
adequate precision solely by computer, at least within the near
future. Also, there was concern about the economics of natural-
language processnig of complete text by computer, as well as about
retrieval recall and relevancy in a completely automated system.

Conclusion
At the present time, there remain limitations in the arts of in-

dexing and classification which apparently prevent realization of*
optimum results at commensurate cost. These limitations include
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or are related to:
* Subjectivity of the human indexer
9 Size and rate of growth of the document base
o Purpose and patterns of use of systems, tools, and media
e Available resources
It appears that some levels of standardization and/or compati-

bility in selected areas would help reduce the effects of human
subjectivity and would promote efficiency and economy. Standard-
ization in descriptive cataloging should be relatively easy to
achieve. A significant degree of standardization and/or compati-
bility in announcement classifications and printed indexes may be
accomplished with trade-offs acceptable to the users.

A concerted effort to achieve agreement in indexing method-
ology and in standardization and/or compatibility in deep index-
ing could have a profoundly beneficial impact on the utilization
and allocation of resources available to the science information

field. However, what this might mean for the user is not clear.
Technological advances in information processing have already

made possible, if not operationally feasible, the automatic in-
dexing of natural language and retrieval from complete text. Thus,
it appears that there may be a possibility of resolving some of the
difficulties inherent in manual indexing. At the very least, a
capability for consistenc~y and measurement would accrue. Thr
Indexing and Classification panel therefore made the following
recommendation:

Recognizing the need for improved understanding of
and refinements to manual indexing and classification
methodology, we recommend that research and experi-
mentation in machine processing of natural text be
pressed from the standpoints of utility to the user, of re-
quirements for software and hardware, and of the impact

of such capability throughout a total information system.
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-!HIERARCHIAL CLASSIFICATION AT S. I. E.

INDE OMPUR CODESINT

MEOICIN'-

370 BLOOD

t BASIC

120 PAM

19 BLOOD PICTURE IN DISEASE

600 L.M

PHYSICS

7800 PLASMA PHYSICS

72 PLASMA- PRODUCTION

76 TYPES OF PLASMA

(20 SUBCATEGORIES)

7850 SOLID SATE

73 RESONANCE IN SOLIDS

670 PLASMA

EARTH SCIENCES

3685 MINERAL INDEX

s0 SILICATES.

TECTOSILICATES

759 S;02 GROUP

68 QUARTZ-
CRYPTOCRYSTALLINE

632

This system represents the most logical approach to classifying
research ideas and ongoing work, since the scientific mind is
trained from its earliest days in this -type of scheme.
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A
To the keynoter's remark thaz there might be "too much

emphasis nG -hardware" we should like to add- the first recommen-

dation of zbe Presidentes Science Advisory Committee, that sci-
cntis(. and engineers must be- urged "to commit ihvmselves . . .
to handling iformation with scphistication and meaning, -not
mnerely nielhani-%Peiy." 1

We at Si.1. woul-'d like to re,-ommend that- information centers
which -aee io serve scientists and engineers consider the following

in connection with indexing and- classifivi•in:
SHiring indexers, analysts, and oiher subject-m atter specialists

who are highly educated in their respective fields.
-Giving these specialists appropriate recognition in status and
pay.

• Making available to thcse specialists improved hardware
which would speedily store, process, coordinate, or otherwise
manipulate words-and concepts-,

Minimizing the basic problem of semantics by allowing the
users to make inquiries in their own scientific and technical
terminolgy aud by not forcing them to -depend on thesauri
and other "authorized" word lists.

We are somewhat doubtful that present indexing of ih,'terdisci-
plinary areas will satisfy the discriminating scientist and engineer
to the point of- complete -confidence in a system. We go along
with others who advocate more research in hardware and Word

manipulation, but we wish to emphasize that these activities are
only a part of the whole picture of indexing and-classificatien. To
summarize, we believe in- the man behind the machine rather than

in the machine as such.

1-Fourid in Scivicv,, Govcrnmnent and Information, the "'Weinrberg Report."
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PAANEL -SUMMARY§

Herbert Rehtock

Defense Documentation Center

Abstracting. anid Extracting
The topics discussed by ihg.ýpanel included the dofinition of

abstract'.ng and extu.acting; the pu~posc, style, and authorship of
absuracts;- the criteria for abstruct preparation; the quafifications
of 6bstractors; and abstracting-bY computer.
Deffimt-tion of Abstrazling n xtcig

Definitions oý abstracting and--weracting were developed as
point of departure for the discussions. *Members desceibed early
abstracting efforts and noted ihat these'lbad-th purpose of 11aking
a scientist- read a paN-~ and write- properly. Abstracting was de-~
fined as the summarizirpg of a docuniernt or pubisi~ed miaterial

briefly apd accurately. An -ibstract is prepared-from the 3ub~stance
of a report: and is reworked inio a summary by an. abstractor. lit
-is utilized to indicate ^zhe discipline -orientation arid "-an serve as
a proxy or substitiute for the document. Extre~cting is the, -tiking
of data and inforrnaticin directly fruni a -document in the exact
words of the original mateFrial. An extr.?i~ is -primarily intenoed
for the use of stibject, speciaiivý..

Purpose of Abstract~s

Heving -agreed upon definitions of abstracting and extracting,
the group -de.3ibu.rated on the puipose of abstracts and Elle-reasons
for their preparation. There was considerable agreement.as to the
purposes of -An abstract,- which can be summiarized as follows:
(I )- to liat the reader. know that the report exiMt, (2)* to -permit

the reader to select the revort -for perusal' or eliminate ;t from
further consideration, and (3), to serve ms a substitute for a report.
When, foreign language material- is baiiulca -.ý-Vhnwed, the abstract
should be in the. re~adr's lang-iage.

Important parameters affecting abstracting include complete-
ness, ruadability, ezisz o! indexing Nvhen the actual document is not
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available, accuracy and abseace of biWas in presentation, consistency
iii bibliographic entries, and practicability and obtainability. Sev-
eral members emphasized that in their experience only the easier
documents are abstracted and that the more difficult material is
treated in a very superficial manner. This applies particularly to
documents containing the proceedings of -symposia, professional
rneetipgz and coniferences, It was recognized that matei'ial of
this- type cannot be covered by a single abstract in any adequate
manner. The question was raised why these documents are not
abstracted so that each paper presented at a symposium or con-
ference would carry its individual useful abstract. In this regard
these was concern expressed about abstracting the briefs of pro-
"eedings which are merely summaries of papers not available
for duplication.

Types of- Abstracts

The next discussion centered around the style and length of
abstracts, which are exemplified by (1) the telegraphic type, (2)
the indicative type, and (3) the informative type. It was decided
that telegraphic abstracts have been used primarily for indexing
purposes or as an adjunct to the conventional abstract. It was also
noted that this type of abstract is becoming more important in
computer applications. One style of telegraphic abstract that was
.discussed employed symbolic lang-nage to present only the pur-
pose. procedure, -and melhods reflected in the report. This style
has found acceptance in the medical sciences, and at is probably
true that it will suffice for all the life sc;Nices.

The indicative abstract, sometimes referred to -as a descriptive
abstract. provides only the necessary and relevant factors about
what was done; it does not report the findings. The indicative
abstract lets the searcher know what he will read if he goes to
the original document.

The most desirable type of abstract is the informative type,
which gives in a concise manner the details or what was re-
ported and provides facts and findings. It should consist, when-
ever possible, of the purpose, method, results, and conclusions
found in the report.

The beginning stazement fer an abstract should inform the
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reader of the reasons for an investigation. The abstractor, how-
ever, should not merely re-emphasize the title of the report. If
the title is very informative, the abstract can begin with a descrip-
tion of how the research was accomplished. The reader should be
told what methods were employed, how it was done, with what
material or data, and under what circumstances. Here the abstrac-
tor must weigh his- words and be brief. What was learned from
an investigation is probably the most important material to be
included in an informative abstract. Often there are too many
specific results for inclusion. To prepare a thoroughly informa-
tive abstract, the abstractor should present what was found to be
new in the field under investigation. In the conclusions, he should
include a statement as to what may be derived from th(. investiga-
tion, what it meant, and how it may be of value or interest to
investigators in similar fields of endeavor.

Review of the application of informative abstracts to technical
reports and scientific papers was followed by a discussion on the
application of the informative abstracts to progress reports, evalua-
tion and qualification test reports, and bibliographies.

Abstracting Criteria
The group next examined the selection criteria for abstracts--

the standards that should be employed for the selection of sig-
nificant data contained in the source documents, when to ab-
stract and when not to abstract, how to prepare scope or con-
tent notes, and how to use brief annotations or amplification of
titles. For a document in a specific discipline, the title and author
often provide sufficient clues to the reader; but abstracts are neces-
sary in interdisciplinary areas. Opinions were expressed about
whether the abstract is a factor in the availability of a document.
Several participants believed that if the document itself is readily
available, abstracting can be kept to a minimum. In this case, a
brief amplification of the title and/or a brief annotation is accepta-
ble. The title can also be amplified through the use of key words,
descriptors, and the like. An acceptable method of conveying to the
reader the content of difficult-to-abstract books and symposium
proceedings is to enumerate the content of such material. In the
case of symposia, these enumerations should contain, as a mini-
mum, the title of each paper and the name of its author or authors.
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Modular Content Analysis

The coverage of a document as reflected by the modular con-
tent analysis concept was explained. Modular content analysis
endeavofs to prepare five different modules: (1) the title, (2) a
brief annotation, (3) the indicative abstract, (4) the informative
abstract, and (5) the critical review. In this concept the use of
the title and the descriptive header-listing, supplemented by key
words and descriptors (i.e., subject matter indicators), can suffice
as 4ools for in-house preparation of accession lists. Title, annota-
tions, and indicative abstracts can be utilized for announcement
media in single-discipline publications. A combination of tr-ese
with the addition of informative abstracts on a selective basis can
serve the purpose of those announcement media whirh have an
interdisciplinary character. The informative abstract is required
for retrospective searches of computer or semiautomated data
banks, as exemplified by the preparation of subject matter bibli-
ographies. To state it in other terms, the value of abstracting
must be judged in relationship to the reader's (user's) needs.

Author Abstracting v-, Centralized Abstracting
The group explored the question of who should prepare Fnn

abstract. There appears to be two primary sources for the gen-
eration of abstracts: (I) the author and/or the technical writers
and editors within the originator's organization, and (2) a cen-
tralized abstracting service. For economic reasons and because
of the tremendous amount of scientific and technical material gen-
erated, much rf the abstracting function has been shifted to the
author of a report. This was considered undesirable by some
members of the working group, who felt that proper location of
the abstracting function was in a central abstracting service. Apart
from economics, the rationale for advocating author-prepared
abstracts is based on the fact that the author is knowledgeable
of the research he has performed, whereas a central abstracting
service is not. The central abstracting service may inadvertently
misinterpret the information and consequently misinform the
reader of the abstract. On the o:her hand, author-prepared ab-
stracts must guard against unjustified emphasis of the value of a
report. In general, it can be said that the author should prepare
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f •the abstract with a view towaird the distribution of the informa-
"on at a central location, and should bear in mind the needs ofp the respective scientit,., -o-nmmunities.

Central abstracting services have a requirement to modify the
author-prepayred abstract. This usually happens when the ab-
stract is not suitable for the machineable records maintained by
a central computer operation, or when it is necessary to eliminate
stereotyped phraseology. A central abstracting service should
modify an author-prepared abstract as little as possible. There
appears to be no major otjection to modification of format for
-tsndqrdized computer aDpp'3c3;on.

Abstractor Qualifications

A brief discussion of the types of personnel employed in ab-
stracting dealt with the use of professionals (i.e., scientific per-
sonnel) at the originator's location, and with the possibility of
employing semiprofessional personnel in centralized documenta-
tion efforts. The qualifications for abstractors are related to the
type of abstract desired and to the reliability that can be ensured
with regard to the technical accuracy and validity of reporting.

4 Accurate abstracts dealing with evaluation or critical reviews of
research and technology require personnel with qualifications in-
particular areas or specialties. In experiments with modular con-
tent analysis, it was found that the critical review cannot be

adequately prepared by the generally available abstractor, even
though he may have the necessary basic scientific education. Be-
cause the need for abstracts varies from the highiy informative
and review types to the more descriptive or annotated types, the
personnel required vary from professional to semiprofessional to
editorial.

Automatic Abstracting

The group touched on the basic concepts involved in abstracting
by computer and explored the subject of automatic abstracting.
One case that was presented dealt with an existing ADP extract-
ing procedure triggered by clue words in the text of documents.
In automatic abstracting, a subset of sentences in a document is
selected on the basis of statistical characteristics as being repre-
sentative of the general content of the document. The difficulty
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in automatic abstracting lies in bringing out. the discriminating
aspects or factors which make one document different from an-
other on a similar subject. From the informatioa gathered within
this small study group, it seems that present effort is primarily
directed -toward extracting information from the actual text.
A;ztomatic abstracting appears to be a more vexing problem than
was originally contemplated.

Machine language of abstracts poses a very real problem since
many general-purpose printout devices do not provide the Greek
alphabet, subscripts, superscripts, and mathematical symbols. Ab-
stractors will have to continue to verbalize these symbols until
new computer equipment with additional printing characters be-
comes available.
Conclusion

The members of the panel agreed that no one type of abstract
is suitable for all purposes. The need for abstracts varies with
the availability of the document, the requirement of the reader,
and is conditioned by economic and personnel limitations. Dif-
ferent presentations must be prepared for different reader com-
munities. The mode of announcement, i.e., announcement in
local accession lists, discipline-oriented publications, or inter-
disciplinary publications, will determine the type of abstract each j
publication should utilize. Uppermost in the mind of the ab-
stractor should be the fact that abstracting is a support to the
ultimate user, which means that an abstract should be prepared
so the reader can derive the greatest benefit from it.

I wish to thank the members of the panel on abstracting and
extracting for their spirited discussions and valuable contribu-
tions to analysis of the subject at hand.
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V PANEL SUMMARY

William B. Hammond
Datatrol Corporation

Vocabulary Construction and Control
For the most part, the panel was composed of people with

extensive experience in the topics that were discussed.' There
were no radicals, no free indexers, no unitermers, and no pro-
ponents of Webstcr's International. The panel was unanimous in
its belief that every facet of subject indexing requires continuing
direction and control. There was near unanimity even in the
details of such control. Thus, it was the consensus of the group
that some form of subject indexing authority is essential to
successful operation of an information system. It was also agreed
that the authority list should include scope notes, cross references
for posting, "see" references, and an indication of generic rela-
tionships among the authorized indexing terms. This display of
generic relationships should reflect those generics actually en-
countered in the system and should guide the user to broader
or narrower terms actually utilized by the indexers to discriminate
among -levels of specificity of the documentation being indexed.

Subject Lists

It was also the consensus of the group that a structured display
of terms to some broader categories was required. Such a dis-
play would serve indexers as well as searchers. At this point,
the group reviewed briefly two publicatiuns that were furnished by
the Chairman: Common Vocabulary Approaches for Government
Scientific and Technical Information Systems and COSA TI Subject
Category List (See items 2 and 3.) The former publication gives
a brief description of the vocabulary lists of the major government
agencies; authorities used -for nomenclature; methods of introduc-
ing changes; and general. considerations governing trade names,
chemical nomenclature, and medical nomenclature.

The COSATI Subject Category List, issued by the Office of Sci-
ence and Technology of the Executive Office of the President,
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provides a subject category list for (I) announcement and distribu-
tion of scientific and technical reports i.sued or sponsored by the
Executive agencies, and (2) management reporting. The list
has a two-level arrangement consisting of 22 major fields, with
a further subdivision of the fields into 178 groups; scope notes are
included for each group.

Since the COSATI Subjecf Category List is rather recent, no
member of the panel had yet had an opportunity to make a full
appraisal of it. A few were making an effort to employ COSATI
categories- as a major subsuniption scheme for displaying terms.
It was mentioned that DDC was attempting to develop a similar
display for the terms listed in its Thesaurus of Descriptors. How-
ever, DDC has found it necessary to add several additional cate-
gories to provide a meaningful display of its vocabulary.

Vocabulary Control

T1here was agreement on the need for some tool to provide
vocabulary control, but the panel found that the term "thesaurus"
stirred up disproportionate hostility. Only a half-hearted attempt
was made to agree on a universal definition of an "Information
System Thesaurus."

The panel also agreed that explicit instructions prescribing uni-
form procedures for applying subject indexing terms should be
furnished each indexer. Furthermore, the panel felt that computers
should be used to edit all indexing data processed into the system.
At a minimum this edit should include automatik coding when
numeric codes are substituted for alphabetic terms in a mechanized
system file. If mechanized capability is available, it is also desirable
that the edit should attempt to trace the human indexing patterns
to determine that indexers are following the prescribed instrucý
tions. The computer should be employed to compile statistical
information on the usage of individual terms, the frequent co-
occurrence of indexing terms among the indexing data, and the
frequent coordinations of terms in searching. The panel members
have found these to be of value to searchers and computer op-
erators and also of value for control of indexing (e.g., by examining
very high or low postings).

I Comments by three panel members are found on pp. 74-76.
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Machine File Organization

In addition to discussing the main topic of vocabulary const,'uc-
tion, a rather lengthy discussion was held on machine file organiza-
tion (serial vs. inverted files). Desirable and understandable features
of different file operations were discussed. It was agreed ihat it was
most desirable to examine the full citation available in the serial
file format, rather than fragments of the citation provided by the
inverted file, in determining the relevance of a given report to a
search requirement. Some members, however, were employing
inverted files because they believed (or their computer support
facility believed) that certain economies were attained by employ-Iing this format in computer manipulation of their files or in
computer-produced aids for manual access to data contained in
the machine files. No firm conclusions were reached; the panel's
discussion of file organization was primarily of an informative
nature.

Recommendations

In general, the panel felt that workshops of this kind were very
useful and productive and should be continued. Perhaps the topics
to be covered by individual panels should be broadened, or individ-
ual members should be given an opportunity to participate in more
than one panel-at least in our case this appeared desirable.

As Chairman, I amn of the opinion that if subsequent workshops
of this nature are scheduled, several papers should be presented
on basic file organization-serial vs. inverted vs. random access
(or "immediate" access) files.
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COMMENTS

Harold B. Thomas,
Air Force Materials Laboratory

Vocabulary for Air Force Materials Information
Retrieval System

Since no similar vocabulary was available, the vocabulary for
the Air Force Materials Information Retrieval System was ini-
tiated by indexing the system's documents. Synonyms were placed
under the same machine code from the start, and both roles and
links were ased in indexing. A thesaurus was assembled, and
has been uplated as changes occur.

As the result of an experiment, roles have been eliminated.
Bound terms are used rather freely, and only one link is used
except when necessary to prevent false coordinations. The use of
many specific terms, especially in organic chemistry, had in-
creased the vocabulary to between 45,000 and 50,000 terms-
an excessive number under our circumstances. To improve this
situation, a fragmentation system was developed for organic
chemistry, and a similar approach was applied to other research
materials. This has left a vocabulary of about 10,000 terms
which, though nearly as specific as before, is far more usable.

We expect terms to be added gradually, but we do not expect
to produce a vocabulary in excess of 12,000 terms for several
years. The primary consideration in all changes is to increase
the usefulness of the thesaurus in providing good answers to
users' questions.

Jessica Melton,
Western Reserve University

Development of an Educational Thesaurus at
Western Reserve University

A thesaurus of the terminology of education is in preparation
by the Documentation Center-of Western- Reserve Uni.versity under -
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the supervision of Gordon Barhydt and Alan M. Rees. The
project is the result of a contract with the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion. The thesaurus will encompass all aspects and subject areas
of education and will be used in conjunction with the proposed
coordinate indexing system of the USOE's Educational Research
Information Center (ERIC). The arrangement of terms will
follow faceted lines to provide the basis for the future develop-
ment of a faceted classification.

It is anticipated that construction will follow much the same
pattern established by the Engineers Joint Council in preparing
its thesaurus of engineering terms; subject experts and specialist
committees will be used to provide validated terminology. The
present schedule calls for a working thesaurus by June 1966 which
might serve as a basis for development of microthesauri in spe-
cialized subject areas.

Josephine L. Walkowicz,
National Bureau of Standards

RICASIP-National Bureau of Standards
Information Technology Division

The Information Processing Reference Service of the Research
Information Center and Adivsory Service on Information Process-
ing (RICASIP, a joint NBS-NSF venture) is responsible for
maintaining and providing access to documentary material on on-
going research and development in the field of information stor-
age. selection, and retrieval. At present, the collection encom-
passes such areas as documentation, indexing procedures and
mechanization, reprography, linguistic analysis, machine transla-
tion, pattern recognition, automatic composition, automata theory,
and the man-machine interf,,ce. Selection of literature for in-
clusion in the collection is based on subject content rather than
on form of publication.

To date, subject access to the collection has been maintained
by a very broad classification scheme consisting of 46 categories.
The basis of more detailed subject acccss is being established by
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-indexing all "current" inputs, i.e., those accessioeed- since July 1,
1964. As of April 15, 1965, current accessions amounted to 2,700 1
documents all of which have been indexed in the authors' own
words, with no restrictions as to the number of terms assigned
to. any document. Instructions to analysts specify identification
and listing of all important concepts-the criterion of "importance"
being whether the document in question would be desirable if
retrieved in a search under the term assigned.

In its present form the vocabulary consists of approximately
5,000 terms that now await editing and consolidation into a
thesaurus which will serve as an indexing aid as well as a search
tool. Computer programs are being written for machine editing
of the terms once the vocabulary structure shall have been- defined.

7
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PANEL SUMMARY

Joint Panel Discussion

Y. S. Touloukian
Purdue University

Part I: Input Processing
The discussion of input r.rocessing could be considered some-

what slanted towards large system operations because most of
the pancl members were designers or operators of rather large gov-
ernmental or industrial systems. The summary agenda which was
considered during a total of five hours of discussions included
these topics:

"* Input Media
comparison of the relative merits of paper tape, magnetic
tape, and punched card inputs.

"* Storage Media
criteria for selection of -tagnetic tape, disc, drum, photo
memories, magnetic core, and magnetic card as storage
media.

"* Character Reader
practicality of character readers to process inputs.

* FiHe structure
file organization as a function of system efficiency, with
emphasis on file structure, list processing languages and
random access storage devices.

Input Media

Most of the discussion of input media centered on punched
card and paper tape media. It was agrccd that selection of media
must be made in terms of the specific characteristics of a given
application, and that no universal superiority of one media over
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the other existed. But there was a feeling among the group
that punched cards, on the one hand, preserve certain advantages
of flexibility, reliability, and ease of verification, while magnetic
tape, on the other hand, possesses the advantage of speed.

Ikwe meda wee aso bie fyodscussed; namely, print reader,
S:eiiowriter and speech transcriber. The print reader, or char-
acter' reader, was felt to be sufficiently well developed and re-
liable for use with controlled fonts and formatted material; how-
ever, its excessive cost does n~ot make it a widely acceptable in-
put medium at this time. It. was felt that the Stenowriter could
have specific applications but was still several years in the future.
Tape production from the S:enowriter, using an optical scanner,
was also anticipated. No views could be recorded concerning
audio input media. Therc was some feeling that mixed systems
(e.g., card-tape combinations) could prove attractive for certain
applications. The quality and reliability of tape (magnetic and
paper) received some attention, and the panel concluded that
although hig~h-retiability paper tapes were available, they should
be chiosen with sonic care as to their density. No factual data
werc known to the group on other safety features of tapes.

Storage Media

The group did .not find it'fr'isible to compare or to set compari-
son criteria for magnetic core, card, tape, disc and drum storage
media. Such independent ~cri;tcria us rapid access vs. high re-
lia'•ilty vs. co.st vs. capacity seem to dictate the respective selec-
tior. of storage media for specific applications. Wchile it was
agreed that magnetic tape did lead t.he list in. having the most
advantages, with the exception of rapid access, the group felt
there was sufficiently frequent justification to select addressable
storage media, such as disc or drum, rather than tape storage.
There seemed to be a feeling that newer systems, such as the
"Data Cell" and ITEK's photographic memory system, "Memory
Centered Process," were rapidly coming into the picture for serious
contention as storage media.

File Structure

This phase of the discussion lcd directly into the request process-
;rig aspects of the-'group's deliberations. Indeed, input and re- 2
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quest processing could not be logically separated. Hence, the sec-
tion on Request Processing covers the sense of these deliberations
in somewhat greater detail. It suffices to state here that seldom,
if ever, is a file used for a single-purpose operation. Because
of the multiple-purpose use of a file and associated search pat-
terns, its organization is often a compromise arrangement. It was
recognized that the sziucturing philosophy differs when one con-
siders master vs. satellite files, and that the degree of structuring
does affect file maintenance and is dependent on the storage media
used (i.e., core or tape).

Because of the very nature of the deliberations, no specific
conclusions and recommendations were made on the subject of
input processing.

William A. Barden
Defense Documentation Center

Part II: Request Processing
The initial topic of consideration in this discussion was that of

query phrasing. This was followed by discussions of search logic,
security requirements in searching, textual searches, and search
output.

Query Phrasing

Not surprisingly, the first point made in the discussion of query
phrasin, wvas, "Does the user know what question to ask the sys-
tem?" As most information system operators will readily agree,
this question hag at least two meanings: First does the user know
what he wants? Second, does he know how to put the question to
the system?

We recognize that many self-appointed critics of inforrvntion
systems claim that a system should be so simple that any user can
query it directly. Without going into a long discussion of why's
and wherefore's, I can state that it was the consensus of our group
that this is not practicable. In our experience an intermediary is
required, for two reasons: the first is to help the user specify what
he wants; the second is to state the requirement in the language of
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the system and in accord with the conventions of the system. This

is the most common way of providing for proper phrasing of a
query. Normally, the intermediary has a good technical under-
stand~ng of the subject matter involved and is thoroughly familiar
with pertinent aspects of the system. Ideally, he also has experience
in the analysis of indexing of the material presented. Thus, he not

only understands how things are supposed to be done; he also has
a good appreciation of how things are done in practice.

There is a type of system in which the objective is to permit
direct access by the user. This is the "command and control" sys-
tem, which in our terms of reference represents a highly specialized

type of system. The sophistication required is much greater than
that found in the real world of information or document retrieval
systems. Correspondingly, the cost is a few orders of magnitude
greater for both software and hardware. The intermediary is elimi-
nated in this type of system. However, the functions he performs
are carried out by the user and the hardware by means of a

dialogue, which basically has to be programmed into the system
so as to lead the user to ask the right question in the right way.

To get back to our real world of information and document

retrieval, the intermediary performs his functions in three ways.
First, he helps the user determine the content of the:query by guid-
ing him on the basis of his own knowledge of the collection and his
understanding of the user's stated request. Second, through his
knowledge of the vocabulary of the system, the intermediary ex-
presses the user's requirement in the terms of the system's vocabu-
lary. Third, he structures the query in a form which, when con-
verted into machineable input, will result in a search or series of
searches which may satisfy the user. If the results are not satis-
factory, it may be necessary to reanalyze the user's stated require-
ment, reformulate and rerun the search.

In the case of a rather large collection of material in a subject
field which has been indexed in depth, it may be useful to specify
links and roles in order to limit the results of a search. It would
be presumptuous to attempt to cover the subject of links and
roles in this paper. Suffice it to say that the use of links and mean-
ingful roles, such as "chemical roles," may justify the increased
costs of indexing, input processing, storage, and retrieval by virtue

8I
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of improved relevance in search results. However, it is debatable
whether either or both will rcsult in improved recall.

Search Logic

The next major element to be considered was search logic. In
this area the subject of multiple hits was brought under consider-
ation. In a system such as that designed by SDC,1 the practice
is to run most- searches by using only the "or" relationship among
many terms. in this approach the output can be ranked by weight-
ing the terms assigned for retrieval. Items identified by multiple
hits might generally be considered to have greater pertinence to
the request than those items identified by fewer or evcn single hits&
However, the assignment of weights to one or more terms is very
effective in the ranking process. Ranking of output is very desir-
able when the user population consists of people who cannot or
will not take time to review large numbers of documents.

In the particular system designed by SDC a number of "must"
terms may be specified by the requester. This has the effect of
specifying the "and" relationship among those terms. This, of
course, is very effectivte in limiting the results of the search. How,-
ever, if a request specifies only one "must" term, then a hit based
only on that term is likely to be as important as hits on another
document which may be identified by other specified terms plus

the "must" terni.
In other systems, the "and" relationship is most commonly used

to specify levels of coordination. Even in these, the "or" relation-
ship is used to represent a concept that cannot be expressed pre-
cisely in the vocabulary of the system. Thus, these systems tend

to use the "or" relationship within a level of search while establish-
ing the different levels by means of -the "and." Practically all

mechanized systems provide for negation, i.e., "and not." However,
caution is necessari because negation can materially reduce recall.

if the system does not use links, ahe negation is especially riskiy,

simply because the negated term(s) inay have no relationship to

the desired terms in a particular document.
Again, some systems weight ternis assigned to the documents at

the time of indexing. DDC does this and finds it can be very effec-

I The refcernce here is to CIRC, p. 15.-Ed.
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tive in limiting search output. Here, too, the bibliographers shy
away from specifying one or more weighted ten'as for a search
because they know this will reduce recall.

Security Requirements in Searching

Finally, in the area of search logic some attention was given to
the matter of the requester's security clearance and need-to-know
in relation to the security classification and relcase criteria of the
materi"l being searched. This imposes a requirement in DDC's
system and, we are sure, in other systems for using the computer
-to provide thu title sheet-for machirme-produced bibliographies, to
print the highest classification of material in the bibliography, and
to produce the, necessary receipt forms for cias~ified material.

Textual Searches
Our nax topic. of discussion was textual searches. Any success-

ful application in this. area- implies -two-basic -,,, ..... ,s Tihe

first is material available in machineable form. The second is a
satisfactory approach to handling the problems of semantics, mean-
ing, and all that these terms imply. Most of us have heard of
research and experimentation in the field of textual searching. SDC
is developing a system for the Los Angeles Police Department
which will use teletype reports of robberies and other crimes. This
provides the machineable input without imposing any additional
worklead. However, on the other side of the coin, the ability to
handle the semantics satisfactorily is the area in which SDC is put-
ting forth a considerable effort. SDC feels that progress has been
made and is confident that the problem can be solved. We wish
them the best of success and will be looking forward to reports on
this very interesting project.

The University of Pittsburgh has a project in the retrieval of
information in the field of law. I am tempted to call this "legal"
"rerieval, buttie Aold of core thie rest of us are engaged inb
"illegal" retrieval. And, of course, this also suggests the possibilityn
that someone might start a system for retrieval of theatrical in-
formation. In such a case, would that portion dealing with the
stage be "legitimate" re,"r.wal? If so, would the rest of us be guilty
of "illegitimate" retrieval? Getting back to the serious aspects of
our subject-it is quite possible that exploitation of the association
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factor techniques being developed by Ed Stiles2 and others may be
potent for handling the problems of textual searches.
problems of textual searches.

The prime advantage of textual, or natural-language, searching
is that it eliminates the need for (1) a thesaurus, (2) analysis of
material during input, and (3) an intermediary. But the price of
attaining these advantages is likely to be high, since very large-

scale data processing hardware and very exotic programming are
required to cope with this approach. It may be too costly for

general use in information and documentation retrieval systems.

Search Output

Finally, we turned our attention to the subject of search output.

In terms of the results of individual searches, the output can take
any of several forms. For example, it could be a listing of the
descriptive information or any designated elements of this informa-

tion for each identified document. It could list only the indexing
terms plus the accession number. It could list only the abstract
plus accession number. It could list any combination of these.

On the other hand, the output could be in the form of punched
paper tape which- carries the identification of the requester, the

search number, and the accession numbers of documents identified
by the search. This tape can be put on Telex or TWX machines
for transmission to distant points, and the user can look up the
entry for each accession number. DDC is using this on a number
of searches each day, and the results are transmitted to the field

office from which the request was received. We call this service
"Telex Searches."

Another-means of providing search output is by a device such as
the SC 4020. This is less expensive than the conventional mechani-
cal printer and- is of particular interest, in terms of requirements,
for obtaining multiple copies of the output. Like -film processing,
it has the disadvantage of lengthening the response time of the
system. I doubt though that this would be critical.

Another method is photocomposition. DDC and the Clearing-
house of the Department of Commerce are preparing to go to photo-
composition of announcements about July 1965. It is quite prob-

2 Mr. Stiles was a participant from the Department of Defense. -Ed.
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able that both organizations will be using this method to produce
copy for printed bibliographies by December.

All of these methods except punched paper tape output involve
the use of a computer as a rather expensive printing device. In the
case of direct output via mechanical printers the computer is not

very satisfactory printing device.
We believe that ultimately we can have semiautomatic photo-

graphic storage and retrieval, at least of the entries, and when this
time comes we will terninate the computer search by punching a
card which identifies the requester, the search number, and the
accession number of each document identified by the search. A
deck of these cards will then be placed in the hopper of the semi-
automatic photographic system to trigger the production of photo-
graphic or electrostatic enlargements of the bibliographic informa-
tion for each entry. The semiautomatic photographic storage may
turn out to be a video file of the necessary images. At present, how-
ever, video-file techniques leave much to be desired in the read-
ability of text.

Another form of output involves producing a deck of punched
cards and mamially pulling the corresponding catalog cards- to com-
plete the request. The problems involved in stockpiling catalog
cards, that is, in reproducing the cards and maintaining account-
ability for the classified cards, are not to be considered lightly. We
in DDC gave the matter serious consideration and pur an end to
that particular bucket of worms. Most of our ;ustomers were
delighted. To the best of my knowledge, none of them has protes.Cd
the move.

I wish to thank ail-the participants in this group for thek" valuable
cuntributin,,s to the discussions which made this summary possible.
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f PANEL SUMMARY

Van A. Wente
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Announcement and Dissemination
The panel members interpreted announcement to mean prompt

service in bringing new documents to the attention of probable
users by whatever means possible, including manual as well as
semiautomatic means. They treated dissemination similarly by con-
centrating on the best means of providing users with whatever form
of information was desired: a bibliographic description, an abstract,
or a full text.

Announcement
In discussing announcement service, the panel listed the follow-

ing six commonly used media and noted the advantages and limita-
tions of each:

* Personal service by an information specialist.
* Computer-prepared notifications based on user profiles.

S* Standard accessions lists not tailored to any particular user.
* Awareness-provoking announcements, such as an in-house

newsletter covering documents, projects, personnel.
N Topical abstract-index journals, including both discipline-

oriented, as Chemical Abstracts and Physics Abstracts, and
function-oriented, as a journal for a specific industry, such as
the tobacco industry.

* Special-purpose abstract-index journals, such as Nuclear Sci-
ence A bstracts, Technical A bstroct Bulletin and Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports.

It was agreed that the quality of each service varies widely. Per-
sonal service by a professional information specialist, for example,
ranges from the best possible quality to the worst possible. Com-
puter-prepared notifications also vary in quality, but not quite so
much. Least variable for all media are the abstract-index journals.

The panel observed that the quality of computer-prepared noti-
fications -is affected by several factors. These include (a) the no-
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tifipatiomnformat.-usually a card or a list; (be- the amount of infor-
matiorn providod, which migln include, for-ezample, o-,1y a bibijo,-
graphic description, or an abstract; (c) the ease of .)blalnii~g a re-
quested full text; and (d) the quality of matching aus1jer's profile
m~h Vthe -ndexing terms of a document. Th1is quality- factor is
aqTcted by the -ize of user and Qoc-ument -populantions and by the
metbods used to formulate. and maintair nser profiles. Profile
quality is of vital~in'portance,

Computer-prepared notification -service--is iiw-tpreserntly providekd-
as an across-the-board service (ýi all uscs4. Neta users by 1ýwcssity
receive incomplete sz-rvce-. -But tine "elite-scniimifis and caigkeeping
users should, however, r-ceivt. this .kind of ThdividUak.3scrvi1C(.. Thle
panel agreed that-,-iEc--tJy, Tuitornatic 1-rofile; metchisng would elimi-
nate th-_ nteed for a'. other wanou-A;iorltnnt ;cry'ices to -the -"elite"
users.

The ,canal agrced thaiL profile 'generaticki shoutd. always bc.gin at
the kývel oi-the individual user. If profiks -art; grouped for-economy,
the homogeneity of tim- -s~e~eted- users must be respected. Con-
-trolling pfinciples for valid-groping- are (ka) organ~izational. tinly,
as found amiong psers ii a laboratory; (b) group -c-haracttristics of
the u~sers' professional disr4paie(c;); and {'(,) rorninofl. P-ins~izsi-
orienta-tion of -the users. A point Oi~ier :ord '0 2pnl a

that consolidation: is ain irreversible process.; thertý Is no way to-
irzoxnstrucf indivi~dkial pritle, ,,ný.e they, are zmergcd- accoiding 'to
a commo,,z principle.

The panel further agreed t~hat theý service of watching profies
with document index terms should not be regarded as a mechanism
for absorbing costs of iridexing, or inrput, which'.have to b- done
anyway-for other inforrmaiion-szrvlcas.

The abstract-index journahs, as provicously rnoic#, -ar-' 1.sz- in
quality than do other- announcemcra media. This-i)S due in part to
the type of users they serve: Type A, the energ'~tc Teiade. ekk~er
to scan many titles, abstracts, or indexes; and Type B. Alw Uýýr Whcý
wants only a small selection of information.

The pn~el r,,ached several conclusions on abstraeot. incix ikr-
nals, all of which can bee summed up by the general stmtement that
this announcement media is very difficult to handle. -With respect
to categories used for the grouping of information, the panel agreed
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that these journals cannot be properly located by a single category
and that category assignments should be supplemented by multiple
listing or by easy-to-use indexes. Assignment of subject categories

generally implies an impossible degree of foresight and at best is a
temporary measure. Multi-discipline journals should be published
in separate category groupings, or in several separate categories if
abstracts are multiple-listed.

Regarding indexes, the panel felt that cumulations of indexes

are needed by both the information specialist and the scientist/
engineer user and should be tailored accordingly. Printing quality
and ease of reading are important but secondary to the content of
the information being presented. Once an economically feasible
level of printing quality has been selected, this level should be
changed only upon significant complaint of the users.

Premuted title indexes are useful primarily for temporary or
special purposes, but any enrichment or addition of terms to per-
muted title indexes is tantamount to normal indexing and almost
equal in cost. The panel therefore questioned the use of permuted
indexes in place of normal indexes.

Dissemination

Dissemination of information was divided into three types, at the
levels of (1) bibliographic data, (2) the abstract, (3) and the full
text. It was noted that any announcement-dissemination service
can expand its scope incrementally by adding each level until all
three are included. General conclusions of the panel cover.cd
microfiche forms, easier ordering service for users, and improved
dissemination service.

Microfiche, at a cost of less than 10 cents, will have a great im-
pact on full-text dissemination to organizations. And if costs are
reduced by mass production or by new techniques, such as off-set
printing, microfiche might even be used in computer-determined
individual dissemination.

The panel recommended an alternate, or perhaps parallel, dis-

semination scheme that might prove useful to users who want a
complete document. It would work this way: At the initial printing
of a new report, a postcard order form would be mailed to individ-
uals or groups possible having interest in the report. The number
of returned postcards would indicate the degree of interest to the
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originator of the report. He could then better estimate the quantity
to be. prim.ed both for dissemination to persons on contract-specified

lists or standard distribution lists and also to postcard requesters.
Extra copies of the document could be stocked for postcard re-
quests sent in at a later time.

The panel was of the opinion that over-all dissemination of
documents could be improved, with resultant savings, through the
cooperative exchange of machine-readable document descriptions
by infoimation producers and sponsors. In addition, even greater
improvement and savings might be realized if announcing services
exchanged individual user profiles for computer-prepared notifica-
tions and announcement. Thus, as a final conclusion, the panel
recommended exploring the feasibility of establishing central files
of machine-readable user profiles.
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PANI S UMMARY

Fred R-I Wise
Systetrm Developmnent Corporation

'Usc-Sys~i~ fiieip
When a document s~ctreý -or data sti~re becomcs so large or so

ýcowplox that, the in~rriat~on seeker cari no Ioxiger efficiently- u.-C
*z, nc.,r r~laonshl:p between the- user and 1,be info tidon. cente.
intwit..bzy develop. The puiposc ý,A -t'a`!s panel was to cNxchange
1deap :tgw~ding- th., nature 6ý these relni?-iiships. -Fr ticipants- ep-

-world; 1v ;ý5-rsL-nted ;nfzj_.aflsn. sysCipus r".ge'4, from- a~ lhhly
~p:iiirdscience ii4iehot~ soe a.n intbrmIo .,ye~

designed. to n1mepublic r~!atiozls, h 6Lti~ssl. "Ibcs,i-
-rnaibai-Q-urder three -main- topics- (-I 'ý3 r~'rla k~ r" t

phsere can~ideive -to user- confidence in, an,1-u0Nnu~on-' of, th-z sys-
tem;,-(Z) effective c onMmunication-between t~l ur- an~d- Ae sy~t'=':
and (3) produative feedback for tystem- -e%'aiuati~n and imnprove-
ment.
User confidence

With certain notable excs-ptio.Ds, thcre was agreement- among -tte
group that there is a gcn~ra1 lack of confidence in technical libraries
and information sy~zems. If this situation is to be- changed, in-
formation systems must actively provide services- otherwisee unavaill-
ý;ble, anat not passivc~y serve as rem-sitories of information. All
irlfommation. system-cannot be -forced upon the user; his confidence
r~lustL-be- de.velpped before he will accept lit.

1lie more a potezitial ,.iser is involved while a system is deve'lop-
ing the stronger will be bis interest and the greater will be -his con-
fidence. Often, the lead time is great and it is-difficult to arov,, the - -

interert of the potential user. He should, ther.-foic, be invelved -in
preoperational phases to assure that he v,,)- patronize the .5ystem --

after it -is in operation. The up<r f~equ-mtlyýdoes-not have a clear - --

picture of his needs, be-mu-.e iic is deeply in-herinced ýblj tho system
he is cu-i7eintly quzig, loweiver, he can -beat id~esitify his require-
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m.!rds empiri';ally;-that is,' t6rough-actual u~e of a p.i-bt syslern, The
panel recommended-that ýespite these mtd other difficulties, every
posidble efft~rt-bo made by the F-ystent designe~r to in'teract -wIth the
yp)tential uiser. The designer should b.- able. to obtain, at least in
genr.-Oa tnrns, the types or c-atý,gorlzs of rc-quired hdforrnation, the
size and complexity' of s;earch or-:reference questions, the -number
and~frequene'joL-searches; and he-should also find typical examples
if susccesses a.0. faift::es oi -the ouireat system.

csign'irg, -aý syst'- for various -levels of users is artother con-
-Nid&-rtion- in deveý.opinig an ittmosphere to induce users to patronizC
a ~yiz.The nuser Nv;il mnay -have different requirements t'han

- - the. oe.ý,arienced user has. rie-user on a managerial level mtay
hasv -tillanother re.Cuirement. It was suggested by t.he group that
flexibility- h.: desigii is csseaitial to me-et a variety of requirements.
Vie ussrt ?Tu~t be carefully-identified and his-requirements analyzed.
Toc* Uften-ihis -has not been done.

-Anothe.- factor in t'nc motivation of the user to utilize the system
is the ckgree to which he understands its scope. Scope may best
be defined ii terms of the content or input of the system, the identi-
-fication of the users it is designed to serve, and the types of service
it provides. Provision should be made for orientation and training
of the user. He should be given progress briefings prior to the
op--mation?. l 'ate. Orientation sessions should include demons-tra-
tions 01 the s'yswIm's capahiliiitires and-services to-be provided. Where
pos-ibic,-persoral contpCi betweeii Fy.stem person-nel -and the user

-Yu~ b - Inowe as -nmeans o~iraining and orieatationm

hbccotlmes-cjzlr 4;lat inilag _syst-2:is, whether- inarkual or semi-
-wiemate'l, o~hers mukst perforfn ser-i-tes f'ir tfte iniormfation -user.

i k eaple, the tiser m?.y ntcd to delegate -su.h -fnzions as irec-
lirnina.y scmeenhig-of input, scamb.injig andI retriaval, and- selection
of pertinent docume.-s- frpm2 zhe r~triecvsl ontput listire- When~

funcion a~dclga"ed, z bost of problcnvs relating to motivation

:bee(,me crucial. -Professio~ia~ly trained sc~cnti~tý; and enginevors
whern fOrced to depend upon unqu9,11ficd pec.-onnd for assisti3oce
ini conducting Their searches, ,de~vcloa tunfavorazii- rtcation.- to 1-hc
system.

The. panel p rticip~ints. generfliy zgreed tha.t thne valut.- of the.
well-q.-ialiflod informiaon speciai~st shouid-not be underes'timated.
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* They agreed that there is a high investment in these people. The
role of the specialist varies with the type of information being
"handled by a specific system, and training requirements vaty widely.
There is a strong need to define the information specialist as a
pro~fessional and to take all possible steps to enhance his status.
Training programs should be developed, appropriate college courses
should be encouraged, and corresponding high school indoctrina-
tion should be conducted to attract high-caliber personnel. Further,
practicing information specialists should be encouraged to develop
their own stature through the production of quality literature re-
views.

An entirely different training problem is encountered when the
output of one system becomes the input of another system. Dis-
cussions of this special case indicated it is expected to become
increasingly important as more systems interface with one another.

Communication between User and System

Communication between the user and the system may be either
direct or indirect-direct, in the sense of the user utilizing consoles
for input and output; indirect, in the sense of his using the services
of an information specialist to do the communicating.

It was generally agreed by the participants that direct communi-
cation is difficult to manage and is often too expensive for general
use. However, with small or homogeneous user groups it can be
very effective. In this case, it was recommended that designers
exploit telecommunication devices in the field of information sci-
ence. Some systems of note are now using such devises; for ex-
ample, the National Lending Library in England, the Los Angeles
Police Department, and the U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station in
China Lake, California, which is carrying out pilot studies. Time-
sharing offers some interesting possibilities for expanding direct
communication to a much broader spectrunm of users.

Indirect communication presents another set of problems. Rap-
port between the user and the information specialist is very im-
portant. The user should be free as possible to select the informa-
tion specialist who best meets his needs. The user must have
confidence in the abilitie.gof the information specialist.

"The n-ature and forniat of the outputs from an automated system
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also are important factors in indirect communication. The outputs
must be designed for optimum usability. They should be in natural
language, have good quality print, be convenient to handle, and
have the data ordered for optimum use. Further, a variety of out-

put formats is generally required when a large population of users
is served. Flexibility in output is basic in meeting the requirements

of most user populations, and the initial cost of design and imple-
mentation of a flexible system is more than repaid in user accept-
ance r A utilization.

System documentation, another form of communication essential
to the life of a system, was discussed by the participants. Complete
system documentation is necessary so that the loss of key personnel
will not necessarily spell collapse of the system. Furthermore,
modifications are more readily accomplished when complete docu-
mentation is available. In view of this, it was recommended that
buyers and contractors take into consideration the time and cost of
documentation frtm the very beginning of the design effort. Also,
system operators and maintenance personnel must be-made aware
of the need to document changes or modifications thoroughly,
regardless of their scope.

Feedback for Evaluation and Modification

Feedback is essential for system evaluation and modification.
Too often, well-planned and well-organized feedback is down-
graded in the design of information systems. The group agreed
that no one system of feedback will be productive for all systems.
A definite plan for the collection, analysis, and utilization of feed-
back data is vital to a dynamic system if it is to be sensitive to the
changing needs of its user population. I

The nature of the feedback is dependent on the specific system.
It was generally agreed that lengthy or time-consuming question-
naires generally defeat their own purpose. Personal contact be-
tween the user.and operations personnel is highly recommended
as a feedback vehicle. When carefully planned, and when rapid
analysis is possible, a short checklist has been found to be effective
as a feedback vehicle.

Motivating the user to provide feedback presents a major prob-
lem. It was generally agreed that the user wants to see the results.
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of his feedback reflected in changes in system effectiveness. The
user wants to know what action has been taken on his feedback,
whether it is negative or positive. It was therefore recommended
that the user be provided feedback on his feedback at every
opportunity.
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PANEL SUMMARY

James W. Singleton
System Development Corporation

System Parameters and Management
The modus operandi of the panel was to list critical development

milestones and to discuss each in terms of the experience of the
participants. This resulted in the identification of several problems,
and agreement on two recommendations.

Education of Management

A common problem appears to be lack of support and under-
standing on the part of management regarding development of an
information storage and retrieval system. This may be due ir
part to the fact that information services are traditionally and
characteristically inexpensive. It also may be due in part to lack of
information about the types and extent of information service
which a modernized information storage and retrieval system can
offer. In any event, the panel agreed that management is acutely
cost conscious and does not encourage innovation. It was suggested
that professionals in the field have not paid enough attention to
the marketing or public-relations requirements which are necessary
to alter this set of management attitudes.

System -Evaluation

Animated discussion was held on the problem of evaluating the
effectiveness of an information storage and retrieval system.
Opinion ranged from the view that subjective evaluation is ade-
quate ("If the user likes the system, it is a good one") to the view
that quantitative measures, such as the proportion of dissemination
"hits," are the only index of system effectiveness. Most participants
would not exclude the user's satisfaction as a criterion in system
evaluation, but they generally agreed that lack of adequate statistics
in this matter poses a problem and that more quantitative measures
are required. (See recommendation 1.)
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Design Control

Discussion of this topic centered on the question of the basicI objectives for which information storage and retrieval systems are
developed. Concern was expressed that, too often, a system is
designed by documentalists simply to mechanize the traditional
processes of information services. By contrast, more attention to
user interests will usually result in system design that is innovative
and non-'raditional.

What is the problem?
A pitfall that several participants had experienced is that of

attempting to solve the wrong problems with a mechanized or
automated information storage and retrieval system. Management
and organizational problems, such- as those affecting lines of re-
porting and scope of delegated authority, will not be solved with
an information system, and may even be aggravated. This can
result in a black eye to the information system even though it
might actually be a technically competent system.

Costs of Automation

It is sometimes argued that automation will produc3 savings in
performing information services. Such savings are rarely realized.
Typically, an improved information system results in the availability
of new capabilities and services which had not been performed
previously and which eat up potential savings. Such new services
are often highly desirable. Their implementation and use, however,

-depends on a design decision that properly rests with the project
management who should clearly recognize the cost.
Personnel -Requirements

Personnel to operate and maintain a mechanized or automated
information system require more specialized training than did their
predecessors in a manual systero. 'I'his, logethe" with the growth
in numbers of automated systems, has resulted in a severe shortage
of competent personnel. One panel member reported good success
in cross-training of engineers and subject matter specialists. Other
members stressed the necessity for investing the career fields of
information services, such as cataloging and indexing, with greater
prestige and importance. This should be accompanied by continu-
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ing emphlisis on creating career opportunities and salary -advance-
mc-nt within ffhcse fields. One person reported th~a^ he had had a
now Civil Service classification recen!'y approved for this career
field.

Operator Training
'Closely related to-the preceding point is the requirement to train

infoi'mation systemn operators, during system development, in the
operation of a new system. This should be initiated well before
turnover of any major system feature to assure continuity of day-to-
day performance when installation -is completed. Provision for
such training should be contained in the early system design to
assure that it is not overlooked-or viewed as an afterthought.

Sysiem Transitioa

Differences of opinrion were clearly evident among panel mem-
bers on- the question o f how-to- accomplish cut-ovcr, or transition,
from a manual systcrn t-3 an automated informat3oii system. On
the one hand, it was recognized- that an, organization manager -does
nct want to- iisk interruption of current operations by disbanding
the predecessor system pr.-maturely; on- the othe-r hand, exttended
-paraliel operations, were viewed as expensive and hazardous be-
cause they rc-iove -the inc--ntive to make the new syste n, work.
No~cornpletely satisfactor'y solution- was-identified by the'panel, al-
though- agreement was noted on the necessity for welI-planned and
thoiough quality-controt- testing procedures as in inducemenit to
ninr~e 'inmediate put-over scheduling.

Fheaki--ig -the Caste System

A common problem -in the -development of a mechanized or
automated inforimation system is that of user involvemnent-how
miuch, when, in what role. Concvnsias of the pane; was that it is
usuzally difihcult to get-, the -user involvad in any significant capacity
avid 0'at, therefoi'e, a severc-communicatiox- -barrier is created that
results in-a usable--systemo going unused. Several of the panel miem-
baýrs reported good results from a camrpaign of public, relations that
kept the infermation system visibly (and favorably) in f~nW Of
orgam,.;zati.3ri managemoent. Specifically 'one Wefr~aionui services
-director stated-that -he never lets six raonilhs pass without -im ple-
znent Iikg a management-oriented information systern feature.
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AchhiftYicg an Anzzgrated 'S~stev

A itomnlies opycr oTi~er, in~ Ow- early- operation of an automated
information, s,,?ýter. )nce ptacl amemnlr rei.-orted that first reaction
or. the paen-of ýcchnieaI 13c.-soaonel wis-favorabile when they received
b bi~ographiles an~i acc~ensiozvs lists prepared by -machine. -Upon

to.a inuccument zo.:ntrol t~s orý!er a perie'dical. however.. request-
ers were- asked to fill-unt trali~on~al re~quest formis that completely
failed, ýo -take advantage of i machinit tetrieval capabjifty and,
further, had to, be prepared in~trinl-cate 'or each accessionls number.
This-quickly pioduced disentchantm-ent. Ti-,, pcint-is th~at a nArrow
viev. ft -the scope of an information stora~v,, and, retrieval system
-,;n result in the overlooking of suýh -important considerations as
methods and procedures-for ease of customer use. A more desirable
approach- is to -take a- realint4-cally bfoader, user-orientod view in
order t-, assunr, tniforra, integrited system operation.

Syslemn Design Optirna!2tion

General agrceement was, roached among panel men, bers that

- alternaiive design objorlZives of-intormation systems are to optdmize
runction, cost, or speed, Some. syctems deliberately atti:mpt such
an optimization, aý in t%4- czise of some military- sygtcrns wish-
ing to achieve the. greaie~st -functional capability within the State off th-. art. Most systems -are, of course, ii comorornise among these
alternativse design objectives. The point which the pa-ait wished to
-highlight is that these alte.-native design objectives- are competitive;
enmphasis on one result,- int trade-off' with the others. Since all
cannot be optimized, management decision must be the basis forI selection among then 4nd must be clearly establishee in setting
forth design goals.

{ ADP Managemnent Qnd Reporting
It was clearly recognized that trends of the past several years are

toward multiple-usc computer installations. That is, information
storage and retrieval systems -are being designed for document in-
dexing and dissemination, accounting and inventory control, man-
agement information reporting, research and scientific computation,
atc., all within t~he samue system. This poses the organizational and
administrativ!ý pioblen of managing a computer eeiaer such that
all users feccive equal attention and are charged fairly for their
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sncare of the costs of operation. While this s- not an insolIuble or-
ganizatio~nal and administ-.ati-,e problem, it is a complicated one.
Veiy little empirical experience is available on which to basero k
decisions.

EstaNishing AD~? Systern Requiremes-

Establishinog requirementri for awi ADP systep -is -a classical-
problem beset with uneertainties regarQ~ri.- validity, detail, aad
scope. The panel had no unio~ue solution- to offfts Xfn one point,
however, quite marked agreement existed which ixt,-b noL~d.
At least for the class oft ADP systems -that perform 1bz a!zd
ipformation. services, it was believed-tiat usw studies and siurvey
(10 not conisztuie an acceptable -2rizerion for Jcsign. The field i3
so wistructured and so many different sets- of users eaiist- that it is
possible to-prove almost anything by a user stzrvey. User studies
were recomnmended by the panel as being -of primary vaide ki the,
public relations -accompatlying a system development in- the im-
portant effort to dispose users and management favorable toward
a evstem.

Periphtea 'Payoff

As indicated- by th~cir comments cn achieving an integrated
system, the panel did not take a restrictive view of the scope of an
informauun storage and rctrievai system. -0ne, important way this
was exoressed was with respect to the peripheral operations of- n
infrmnation system, e.g., receipting, security 'control, mailing and
records keeping. These operations can often be mechanized or
automated in the course of system development, at If~tle, or no
incemmental cost, with great improvement resulting in ease of opara-
ltions and high visibility to management.

The Problem of Purging

As high a dlegree of interest was generated by the par~el on this
issup as on any other topic- of the workshop. It was said that rules
for record and document retention. usually don-t exist and aren't
followod if they do. One participant assertez:* that he would
recommrend, from his experience, that no purging be performed,
but -that retrieval response rates simply be extended for older and
less-frequently used materials. (Set! recommendation 2.)
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Backlog 'Data Conversion"

Su-,eri•,-panel parlicipants -could 3peak to h 'tvic. of backlog
Jata.convers. "i the voice ofexperience. Each of these shaied

-the sa),,e opinior 'on't do it." They said that an anaiysis of the

reqq:rem,;nts shi. .,; be perrmed on,'y for special cases (0~y.,

selected catcgo rt-of dlassif -d-data),-and cxpressed the v'e , that

it is far better to, start a ipechanizd or ausys aed stem widA a

clean slate, iacorporating only current data ir.- leat.'hg requests for
older data to be filled by j•iantual search tec1niqups-

Recommenration 1: System Eva!-.2hatlon

The panel recommended developnicnt of a technology for eval-

uating the total impact of automatic data processing in a specific

information storage and retrieval system. This technology should

be based on svstem performances measures, and not -.n machine

or computer program capability alone.

Recommendation 2: Purging of Files

The panel also recommended development of a general theory

of file purging with which techniques of implementation can be

associated. Such a theory should differentiate the character of the

data base (as, for example, classifnd, archival, or legal) and re-

tention rules based on such factors as time of source document

publication, frequency of use, reliability of source, and retrieval-

response i-equirements.
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Appendix I

Bitographies

Williamk BMrdelp is Special Assistant for Operations Research to
the Adnhinistraw.r oil the Defense Documentation Cvr'ter. Mr.
Barden -has held 3evcral positions with DDC and.--its prede-
cesoor agcncies_ and 'vas one of the originall iembers of the
group in Lon-don at he end of Wcrld War If which processed
camptured German technical documents. This effort evolved
into the pcesent. organization known as the Defense Documen-
tation Center.

'Raymond-F. B arrett, Manager of the Technical Information -Sys-
te-ms Department, System Development Corporation, is re-
w~onsible for SDC's coatractum-al operations involving the nv-

onal intelligence community. 311c is also responsible for activ-
.ues in library and documneitation systems, natural language
data systems, and information systems supporting science and
technology Mr. Barrett has had more than fourteen year-- in
the intelligence field, primarily with Government agencies,

-IBernard K. Dennis is affiliated with the, Battelle Memorial Insti-
tute in Washington, D, C. He is in charge of ihec Engineers
Joint Couricil course of instruction on ~'System of Roles for
Information Retrieval;" He was formerly Manager of the
Technical Information Center, Flight Propulsion Division,
General Electric Company. Mr. Dennis managed one of the
first operational information !51orage and: letrievat computer
systems.

Williamt flammond is Manager of Computev- Opmerations at-Datatrol
Corporation. Formerly hie was -with ASTIA -(nrw DD,,)- as
chief of the Directorate of Automaiztic Sy.,tcms rand Services.
Mr. Hammond helped establish DDC's computer systemn.

William T. Knox is Techuical Assistant to the Dire-ctor, White
House Office of Science and Technology. Mr. -Ktio, has pre-
viously been a consuhiant on technical information matters
to the, National Science Foundation, Engineers Jý.jini Councii,
and the Department of Defense. Hec holds several patents and



is the author of several articles on pezrolcum engineering and
information..research. and-, management.-

C. Alle". Merritt is Manager of Selective Dissemination and Micro-
processing at -the Thomas J. Watson Research -Center of In-
ternational-flusiness Machines Corporation. Mr. Merritt has
been affili~ated wvith IBM since 1956 wben he joined the
Corporation as manager of the Publications and Information
D)npartment in Poughk~eepsie, New York.

Hecrbert Rebbock is Director of Daplmrent Analysis- and ProvesF-
ing at (he Defense Documentatim.n Cem~er. He -has'becn with
DDC and its predecessor agencies from tl).e time th-- first
agency was established- at W-ight- Patterson AFB. Mr. Reli-
bock has held various executive positions within DDC and is
an acknowledged expert on documnent processing.

Jamies W. Singlettni, System Developmnert C'orporation, is r:!-
-sponsible for several contracts with -militaq and -oivilian
agencies of the Governmecnt. Dr. Singleton has worked on -thie
development of the SAGE air Defensa Syslcrn and-NORAD
Comibat-Operations- Center, and has zssisted thz- Air Force in
conceptual analysis and planning studiaes Tbading to the next
generation of command-control s,-stems. Dr. Sixiglatorz hus
written and lectuired on the subjects of .-omtmand1cc~atro1,.
sLinulatioi: of man-machine iymtems, system ~rthand the
maiia-gemcnt of ccmputerbased infoimation system develop'-
ment-ptojects. He is a. memb-r of the 1SA-Fscie.ntif.ic advisory

V. -S c~oeb is Dirzctý;x of the Theruxophysical Properties ge-

2.eprcn 2nr School of M4eeh-anical Engmnpering, purda!!
linivc, sitv. Dr.T Culoukian hag been -instrumental in de--elop-
ing- riethodt; znd techniqucE for the searciihi:g, coding, :ýqd
hrmi 'physicai p opetef cilo~aheical inormpoundso. th

mhec Nhanical pop.~s-mes of bico~ahincal emponhdmaie n
-Vzn A. Wenta, r TiemL-r 7at-the ýIoe'ingntation Branch, Scientific

Mid- Technical 1nfb:mqflicn JDiv Psn Nat;,nal Ae37onoutics
-and Space Administranao1; is COR wi"i th a1inst1

tion and dev61npfwen:' of N4ASP' s information pr-_XcssuiA~
activities. Mr. Wcrne ht~s-worked fox-the Fiyestone Tit: C~om-
pany aud thc Naval Research -Labroratory 1r) res;earch and
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development activities. He also has worked with the Atomic
Energy Commission in the field of information science.

Audrey S. Williams is Assistant Supervisor of the Development
Engineering Subdivision library, Missiles and Space Division,
Douglas Aircraft Company. Mrs. Williams has been with
Douglas Aircraft since 1960 and is concerned with the
Douglas automated documentation system.

Fred Wise, System Development Corporation, is responsible for
the design, development, and implementation of a personnel
subsystem for an information storage and retrieval system.
He is also responsible for the development of the scientific
and technical vocabulary by which a user can communicate
with the system. Mr. Wise has had broad experience in
analysis, design, and implementation of several computer
based systems.

Harold Wooster heads the Information Services Directorate, Air
Force Office of Scientific Research. Since 1956 Dr. Wooster
has been concerned with selection and support of long-range
programs of basic research in the information sciences.
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Appendix II

""Workshop Participants

Lida L. Allen Leonard Karel
Irving Aronowitz George ,. Kershaw
Manuel Avila William T. Knox
Capt. Charles W. Back Mitchell A. Krasny
William A. Barden Frank P. Krasovec
Glen R. Barnard Frank J. Kreysa
Lester A. Barrer Carolyn Kruse
Raymond P. Barrett George F. Lewenz
0. W. Beveridge William M. Lyons
L. M. Bohnert LeRoy -R. McCabe
James J. Brady Marvin W. McFarland
Capt. T. K. Burgess -. $- MeMann
Howard .Burnaugh- W. Peck.illa.n
Roger VanBuskirk John L. McNamý-ra
W. M. Car'son ressica Melton
W. D. Climknson C. Allen Merrita
Al Del.,cia John S. Moats
B. K. Dennis Daniel D. Moore
John A. Dovel, Jr. Joseph D. Naughton
Sheldon G. Erickson Joel S. O'Connor
George Ember W. G. Patton
fames H. Fisher Ralph L. Peterson
Earl G. I!ossum George R. Pielineier
Roger E. -Graves L. Col. Davis B. Potter
Edward K. Grimes Pauline C. Ramsey
William Hammond Herbert Rehbock
Leo Harris Rebert P. Rich
Mary Herner William H. Richardson
Percy B. Hilburn, Jr. C. David Rife
A. G. Hoshovsky Robert Root
Robert D. Igou Terry R. Savage
Paul Irick Capt. Harlan L.. Sai!or
G. Jahoda Char!es J_ Schmidt

Alec C. Jones N. R. Soiden
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Victor F. Shaukias Y. S. TouloukRian
John Sherrod Hans C. Ulhmann
James W. Singleton fampes G. Van~lot
Samuel S. -Snyder- Josenhine L. WL:;kowi.Cz
Madeline S. Startzman Richard Watsqn
H. Edmund Stiles Paul A. Wehmeyer
Edmun~d J. Sumpter Van A. We'nte
R. Swanson Aujdvey Williams
Sarah M. Thomas Fr-d H. Wise
Harold 13. Thompson Ha:old Wooster
LA. Col. John A. Thiompson Ronald E. Wyllys
William Thomnpson J. -L. Zaharias
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